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After studying the works of 20th-century artist and “mother of American Modernism” Georgia O’Keeffe, first-grade students created their own large-scale flower paintings. Exploring with oil pastels and liquid watercolors for the first time, the young artists practiced their observation skills and studied the techniques of scaling up and layering. The Grade 1 visual arts curriculum teaches students to “learn how to see.” They are introduced to the visual elements of art—color, form, line, shape, space, texture and value—and discover new materials.
A Word from the Head of School —

A Blend of Theories

The concepts of traditional and progressive education are rooted in the ideas of John Dewey, an American philosopher and education reformer.

Our school is a blend of both educational theories, as our founder, Louise Balmer, passionately studied the work of Dewey.

The dominant mode of teaching in America has been centered on efficiently exposing students to topics, ideas and principles to master a subject. Lecture and instruction take precedence over “risky” strategies such as discovery learning and experiential activities. Dewey was one of the first American educators who saw the importance of connecting the process of education to relevant experiences.

In the 19th century, schools began to describe their programs along the continuums of traditional and progressive education. Today, as during the time of Dewey, there is a widespread debate on how we should educate our children. Traditional schools tend to prepare students with the skills, knowledge and insights to perform well in key subject areas and thrive in the world. Progressive schools, on the other hand, view their role as social service agencies that invest significant time in preparing students to be change agents in a complex and ever-evolving world and to make it a better place.

I suspect that no educational institution exists that is purely progressive or purely traditional. Concurrently, no school exists that has managed to escape the influences of either concept. Our school’s commitment to the underpinnings of each of these educational philosophies is the hallmark of LJCDS.

The debate between the traditionalists and the progressives will continue to endure. However, research and our experience suggest that teachers who possess a command of their subjects, offer relevant instructional techniques, and establish meaningful relationships with students are most likely to create the best learning environment for their pupils. Since every class is different, ultimately the decision rests with the teachers, who know best the character of their classroom and the potential for experiential learning to work.

LJCDS’s promise, Inspiring Greatness for a Better World, was born from our commitment to providing both a traditional and progressive education. We are dedicated to preparing students to thrive academically and socially. We also pledge to graduate students who are equipped and empowered to advance our world with dignity.

Gary Krahn, Ph.D.
Head of School

“Since every class is different, ultimately the decision rests with the teachers who know best the character of their classroom and the potential for experiential learning to work.”
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1. So many great Flex Time options were offered at today's Flex fair! Did you decide what you're going to join?

2. Imagine being asked to build a tower that can hold a cup of water on top without falling. You’re given plastic and paper cups, popsicle sticks and wooden blocks to make the tallest tower you can. Do you think you could do it? Our Lower School students accepted this challenge. Check out the results!

3. Today, we wore white in support of Women’s Equality Day and the 99th anniversary of the national ratification of the 19th Amendment. Students, faculty, staff and coaches joined in the celebration.

4. Sophomores and juniors spent the first day of school serving the community at Sherman Elementary School, Mission Bay, San Diego Cooperative Charter School, Words Alive and Feeding San Diego.

5. Seniors enjoyed their time at this year's senior retreat! The class of 2020 is ready.

6. The sun will come out tomorrow! A big round of applause to the students who participated in the summer production of Annie Jr.
On Genesee Ave...

UPGRADES

A New Look and Feel

Step onto the Lower School campus, and you’ll witness a refreshing, modern look. The 12,000-square-foot space underwent both interior and exterior updates in summer 2019, just in time for the new academic year.
Accented with 3,000 square feet of Red Balau hardwood, a new color palette and updated landscaping, the enhancements to the Lower School create a warm and charming campus within a campus for our young students in Grades 1–4.

Upgrades in the classrooms include new furniture, freshly painted walls and dimmable LED lighting. The newly added contemporary flexible furniture—versatile collaboration desks, standing tables, balance ball chairs, wobble stools and floor seating—offer students more seating choices to fit their unique learning styles. Students are empowered to find their best seat for optimal learning.

“The upgrades align with the level of excellence of the Lower School program,” shares Mark Marcus, assistant head of school for operations. “All the details that went into the renovation ensure that we provide the best learning environment for our students.”

—TIFFANY TRUONG
Corinne Brunn is a true blue Torrey. In addition to teaching physical education and coaching, Brunn was instrumental in establishing the Athletic Hall of Fame and keeping it an important part of LJCDS history. She coached a variety of sports and became head coach of softball in 1999, leading the team to several championships. A lifelong learner, Brunn earned a two-star master coach rating with the National Fastpitch Coaches Association. She emphasized to her student-athletes that working hard, making good choices and finding balance in life are important. Brunn loved working with incoming fifth-graders and seeing them grow over their four years in the Middle School.

Katey Alexander possesses a quiet demeanor, but she was a major influence and source of hope to countless LJCDS students. Each student has a unique approach to learning, and Alexander helped her students identify and accept both their advantages and challenges. Her thirst for knowledge of how the brain works and her search for new ways students could learn were unwavering. Alexander’s goal was to empower the Middle and Upper School students she worked with and teach them the tools to advocate for themselves. She believed she learned more from the students than they did from her and was impressed with their brilliance, perseverance and spirit in navigating different learning styles.

Joe Cox, Ph.D.
Head of Upper School
Joined LJCDS in 2017

Emerging from his second retirement—first from the United States Army after 30 years of service and then from the Haverford School as head of school for 15 years—Joe Cox, Ph.D., returned to education to transform La Jolla Country Day School’s Upper School. His one-year interim term stretched into two as he worked tirelessly to establish a culture of trust and a commitment to put students at the forefront of every decision. Known as a caring and compassionate leader, he made student wellness and meaningful relationship-building priorities.
Students and alumni will remember Cathy Ellison from Circus Day and Olympic Day, colorful highlights in most LJCDS memories. She loved working with the youngest Torreys and was instrumental in expanding the physical education program to the 3-year-olds in 1992. Ellison’s goal was to instill a love for movement and exercise in students that would lead to lifelong habits, healthier adults and richer lives. She was a beloved cheer coach who promoted teamwork, leadership and camaraderie. Ellison encouraged students to express their authentic selves and promoted inclusiveness. She was considered the “mother” of the athletics department because she always took care of everyone she worked with. Her daughters, Jennifer ’03 and Elizabeth ’08, are LJCDS lifers.

Fayman’s safe and nurturing classroom environment helped generations of students find their creative voice, take risks, and push themselves to think differently.

Bruce Fayman ’77 and his family are Torreys through and through. The Fayman family’s legacy at La Jolla Country Day School is more than 50 years deep, more than half of the school’s 93-year history. Fayman and his brother, Corey ’76, are LJCDS lifers. Both their parents served on the board of trustees—each as president. Additionally, the family’s philanthropic contributions led to the creation of the Fayman Library, serving the Lower School. LJCDS is also where Bruce and his wife, Katey Alexander, met and fell in love. Together, they have proudly witnessed their three children, Fritz ’15, Flynn ’17 and Faith ’19, grow up in the LJCDS community as lifers.

As an educator, Fayman played many roles at LJCDS, modeling the scholar, artist and athlete of character. His roles have included bookstore manager, athletic coach, faculty advisor of the student newspaper and yearbook, and visual arts teacher for both the Middle and Upper School. Fayman’s safe and nurturing classroom environment helped generations of students find their creative voice, take risks and push themselves to think differently. As the yearbook advisor for 17 years, he worked alongside student leaders to celebrate, document and memorialize each academic year at LJCDS, and the results are now important historical resources for the school’s archives.

Gerry Fontanini’s education and early teaching experience were in the field of mathematics; however, her curiosity about learning, specifically learning differences, became a passion that led her to the field of educational therapy. Fontanini strived to instill confidence and self-belief in each of her students. She motivated and encouraged them to discover their potential. By teaching students to embrace their strengths, she equipped them with the strategies to succeed not only academically but also socially and emotionally. Fontanini provided a sanctuary where students felt safe to share their feelings and concerns. With a familiar and always cheery “Hello, sweetheart” greeting, students sought the safe harbor of her office for warmth and compassion. Fontanini loved seeing all five of her grandchildren attend LJCDS.

With a familiar and always cheery “Hello, sweetheart” greeting, students sought the safe harbor of Fontanini’s office for warmth and compassion.
Debbie Valentine
PE Educator, Middle School
Cross Country Coach
Joined LJCDS in 1985

Debbie Valentine’s enthusiasm and sincere interest in her students’ well-being was a bright light for the lower and middle schoolers. She spent three years in Colombia, South America, teaching at a bilingual K–12 private school before joining the athletics department at LJCDS. Valentine believed that a positive attitude goes a long way in life and that the act of failing is part of becoming a successful individual. Her role as teacher and mentor helped students in physical education and cross country learn the value of personal goals and of being effective team players. Valentine helped students develop their skills to the best of their abilities and build resiliency in the process. She found great joy in partnering with parents and communicating to them about their child’s progress and growth. Valentine made it a priority to ensure her students knew she truly cared about them and their growth as individuals.

Peter Ogle ’71
PE Educator, Women’s Volleyball Coach
Joined LJCDS in 1978

The most important principle Peter Ogle ’71 instilled in his players was to eliminate their fear of failure. His expectation was simple (and was printed on the back of the players’ shirts): Get Better Every Day. Ogle’s philosophy was never about winning but rather about playing well and learning from mistakes. After earning a degree in physical education from San Diego State University, he spent his entire 41-year career at his alma mater, LJCDS. Under Ogle’s leadership as the head coach of women’s volleyball, the team won more than 700 matches and earned seven San Diego section titles. He also coached a variety of Middle and Upper School teams and taught the Lower and Middle School physical education classes. In fall 2019, Ogle was named a San Diego High School Coaching Legend. A quiet, humble man, Ogle’s focus was always on the students. He had a way of effectively inspiring everyone around him to consistently work to get better.

Marilyn Sarlin
Lower School
Associate Educator
Joined LJCDS in 1985

Building character starts at a young age, and Marilyn Sarlin was a kind, thoughtful, caring role model for her students. She believed that being a person of character strengthens an individual and enriches the world. Sarlin had wanted to be a teacher since she was in second grade and made sure that her classroom was a safe, nurturing environment that allowed students in the Lower School to take risks, make their own choices, be responsible, and learn how to become the best version of themselves. Her organizational skills are legendary, and she brought joy into the classroom with her enthusiasm, creativity and humanity. Students felt appreciated for their individual talents and were often reminded of their value.

Micki Mighdoll
Director of the Learning Resource Center, Educational Therapist
Joined LJCDS in 1989

Micki Mighdoll’s goal was to create the best possible learning environment for LJCDS students. She began as a Middle School English educator and spent a short time as a drama educator before being given the opportunity to build a learning resource center at LJCDS in 1991. With a master’s in special education and an innate desire to help students learn in different ways, she grew the program and consulted with other schools and professionals as the LRC became a model for learning centers across the country. Mighdoll believed that all students have merit and ability, and their possibilities are endless if they are provided with the right tools to flourish. She encouraged her students to think outside the box and look for novel ways to find solutions. Mighdoll worked with each student to build confidence, self-esteem and academic pride, and believed that all students can achieve success.

—JENNIFER FOGARTY
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Writing Her Own Path

Danielle Amir-Lobel ’20 earned a certificate for superior writing from the National Council of Teachers of English. Nominated by Upper School English educator Gary Peritz, Amir-Lobel was one of 210 students nationwide to receive this prestigious national award.

Amir-Lobel submitted two works to be judged for content, purpose, audience, tone, word choice, organization, development and style. Her submission for the Themed Writing portion discussed identity and gender in the realm of human suffering. She examined how literature can be powerful in the ways it speaks truth and unites people. Amir-Lobel’s Best Writing submission included two creative short stories. The first, “Garden of Time,” told the story of a girl who saw her future and discovered her real dreams. The second, “Engineered,” depicted a futuristic society where individual choice and desire were controlled and human lives were predetermined by apps.

In addition to this award, Amir-Lobel has been honored with numerous Scholastic Art and Writing Awards and was recently chosen as a winner of the Blackout Poetry contest in which her poem “Migrant” was one of 25 poems selected out of more than 2,500 submissions to be published in The New York Times.

Amir-Lobel credits her LJCDS teachers with helping her grow her passion for writing. “They recognized my passion for reading and writing early on and encouraged me enthusiastically to develop those passions further,” says Amir-Lobel, adding that they were “inspirational in helping me think beyond the words on the page and discover deeper meanings within texts.”

Amir-Lobel has been a standout writer and active community member on the LJCDS campus, participating as a writer and editor-in-chief of The Palette and co-editor-in-chief of Pegasus student publications. “In addition to being an outstanding scholar and writer, Danielle is also a student of character,” shares Upper School Spanish educator Jaquelin Fematt Dutson. “She is a humble scholar who never hesitates to share her insights, and she does so in a kind and respectful manner.”

—SHELBY TODD ‘16

Migrant

by Danielle Amir-Lobel, age 17

The farmer sick and wilted
migrated north
into the United States
ignoring the challenges
of change
a relentless force
in the World

Danielle Amir-Lobel ’20
earned a certificate
for superior writing
from the National Council of Teachers of English.
TEACHER SPOTLIGHT

Bringing the World into the Classroom

Middle and Upper School band and music educator Chad Przymus is passionate about the art and heart of taiko drumming. After studying the ancient percussion instrument in Japan through LJCDS’s professional growth program, he introduced the fundamentals of taiko drumming to LJCDS students.

Taiko, performed as an ensemble, combines choreographed dance and martial arts with power and speed. Through two separate travel opportunities, Przymus studied two taiko forms under the direction of professional taiko group Wadaiko Tokara in the Nagano Prefecture and with instructor Taro Kobayashi in Tokyo.

Professional development allows educators to model for their students what it means to be lifelong learners. “Professional development is teacher education,” notes Przymus. “It is learning new information that we can bring back directly into our classrooms.”

Przymus has also offered taiko lessons to faculty, staff and parents. Both student and adult courses culminate in a performance in the annual Rhythm in Blue and Taiko Beats concerts.

“To inspire greatness for a better world, we need to know more about the world,” says Przymus. “When we study an art form from a different part of the world, I ask myself: What should we bring to the classroom that reflects the values and cultural identity of that art form?”

The professional growth program is funded by the generosity of the LJCDS community. Through conferences, workshops and global excursions, faculty and staff are able to keep up with current trends and bring new ideas and innovations back to the students.

“Every year at the Blue Bash, LJCDS’s annual gala, our community raises their paddles in support of professional development knowing their investment in our teachers makes a tremendous impact on our students and families,” says Susan Nordenger, assistant head of school for philanthropy. —SHELBY TODD ’16

To learn more about the impact of Przymus’s professional growth opportunity, watch his story: VIMEO.COM/325267114
ARTS

Torreys Take Flight

JCDS middle schoolers can now consider themselves among the artists in the San Diego art community. Through a competitive submission process, the Grade 5 and 6 art project was selected to be featured in the Forces of Nature exhibition at the San Diego International Airport, alongside other professional artists.

The LJCDs art piece is one of 16 exhibits chosen out of 75 submissions. It’s the only student art selected for the yearlong installation. The project’s theme and title, Forces of Nature, challenged students to showcase the natural environment. They began by taking digital photos at La Jolla Shores and then abstracted them using photo editing software. Grade 5 students wove two of their best prints together. Grade 6 students cut their print into simple shapes and collaborated to create photo collages.

“The proposal provided us with an opportunity to introduce our fifth- and sixth-grade students to the limitless potential of contemporary photography and installation art,” says LJCDs visual arts educator Lissa Corona. “Our students were tasked with capturing our natural environment while focusing on the small details we often overlook as we go about our everyday routines. Through close-ups, framing and cropping, our students presented abstracted versions of La Jolla Shores, which were then used to create woven photographs and photo collages inspired by contemporary artists Mayumi Lake and Aimée Beaubien.”

More than 20 million people travel through the San Diego International Airport annually. The airport’s arts program has invested more than $6 million in showcasing permanent public art and annual group exhibitions by renowned and emerging artists. Each year, the airport identifies an exhibition theme relevant to San Diego and invites interested exhibitors to submit proposals related to the topic. The arts program staff, in collaboration with a guest curator, identifies between 10 and 15 exhibitors based on their creativity, unique use of media and relevance to the proposed theme. Collectively, the exhibition presents meaningful and imaginative perspectives on a single theme for the traveling public.

The exhibition is on view in terminal 2 east, pre-security, until May 2020.

—JENNIFER FOGARTY

If you’re traveling through the San Diego International Airport, show your Torrey pride by taking a picture and tagging @lajollacountryday and #TorreysTakeFlight on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. For each tag, you’ll be entered into a drawing for a special prize.
Building Resiliency

Imagine that you are playing soccer, you are running down the field, and all of a sudden, you have crushing chest pain that stops you in your tracks and brings you to your knees. Am I having a heart attack? Am I going to die? Should I stop playing?

These are the questions that I have had to face over the past few years.

You see, I was born with a heart defect and had open-heart surgery when I was 7 days old. When I was younger, I played sports and my heart condition did not hinder me. I competed and played soccer—the game that I love. But as I got older, things changed. I began having serious chest pain when I played. I remember the cardiologist explaining I needed a thorough cardiac work-up, and based on the results, that I may not be able to continue to play.

When I left the office, I silently sobbed all the way home. My mom tried to talk to me, but I was inconsolable. I went through stress tests, echos, EKGs and MRIs to try to find the cause. Finally, it was determined that the pain was the result of a combination of scar tissue, growth spurts and the sternal wires in my chest bone. My heart was functioning as it should, but I was experiencing complications from the surgery and multiple procedures I had had over the years.

While I was relieved that I could play, it meant I would have to play in pain. In addition to physical concerns, I also had to overcome mental and emotional issues. I had to confront my fear of dying at a young age.

Through this experience, I have built resiliency by overcoming many obstacles created by this serious physical condition. Initially, I resented my fate. However, at some point, I realized I had two choices: Either I could feel sorry for myself, or I could fight through the condition that I was born with and prevail. I chose the latter.

Although I did not enjoy the constant testing, I accepted the importance of it, and I began to own and embrace my health and to understand the value of the test results and what they meant for me.

Now at 18, although I continue to have chest pain, I have been able to play soccer for 15 years and be the captain of our varsity team my senior year. I own my cardiac condition and realize knowledge is power, and that I need to continually educate myself.

I used the resiliency I developed during my time at La Jolla Country Day School. When I started LJCDS in sixth grade, academics were much harder than I was used to. I started out as a B/C student, but I persevered and adopted new tools and study habits. I am happy to say now I am an A/B student.

I am grateful for my entire LJCDS experience, but mostly that I discovered first-hand what a true family it is. I realize how fortunate I am to have been a student here. A few games into my senior year I had to pause on playing soccer, and as devastating as it was, I felt so supported by my family and friends, and I really felt the support of LJCDS. Coach [Jeff] Hutzler visited me in the hospital, and my teammates and coach came to my house the night I was discharged. I received numerous emails and text messages from my friends and teachers. Everyone made me feel as though I still belonged and had a purpose, and that helped me through.

My unique experience of having a cardiac condition since birth has taught me a lot. If anyone knows “not to sweat the small stuff,” it’s me. I do not worry so much about perfection, getting the perfect grades, or playing the perfect game. I am grateful for the life I have with an incredible family, friends, doctors, coaches and teachers. I am no stranger to challenges and adversity, and I will use my experiences to be a successful college student and will embrace all life has to offer.

Blake Khaleghi ’19 is a freshman at Chapman University. A version of this speech was delivered during assembly in spring 2019.
Lower School music educator Wendy Clemente was named a 2019 Educator of the Year by the La Jolla Golden Triangle Rotary Club. Clemente was one of three educators selected from more than 600 nominations.

The Educator of the Year award is given to teachers who show an exemplary contribution to education and a dedication to helping their students. It serves as a way to honor teachers and the contributions they make to the academic and personal growth of their students. As a music educator, Clemente’s main goal is to show her students that everyone is musical and to empower them to learn to use their voices with pride.

Since 2003, Clemente has been a general and vocal music educator in the Lower School, but her talents extend beyond the classroom in the role of costume design lead for the theater production team. She designs and sews costumes for all the Middle and Upper School theater productions. She also co-directed the musical Annie Jr., starring students from kindergarten to Grade 12 for LJCDS’s summer program, Summer at Country Day.

“We are honored to have her presence, vision and passion at our school,” shares Cindy Bravo, director of visual and performing arts. “Her students love her energy and look forward to being a part of the musicals. Wendy wants us to experience the joy of music, and she provides her students with every opportunity to create a connection and share it with the world.”

Clemente has known she wanted to be a music educator since she was 5 years old, watching the children’s church choir, and she has dedicated her life to pursuing that dream.

“In my classes, students learn to use their singing voices,” says Clemente. “I firmly believe that when a child sees the power of their singing voice, they also understand the power of their speaking voice. They recognize their voice can be used to make art and to make the world a better place. A powerful voice can be used to advocate for the self and for others. A powerful voice can change the world.”

—SHELBY TODD ’16

“We are honored to have her presence, vision and passion at our school,” shares Cindy Bravo, director of visual and performing arts. “Her students love her energy and look forward to being a part of the musicals. Wendy wants us to experience the joy of music, and she provides her students with every opportunity to create a connection and share it with the world.”

Clemente has known she wanted to be a music educator since she was 5 years old, watching the children’s church choir, and she has dedicated her life to pursuing that dream.

“In my classes, students learn to use their singing voices,” says Clemente. “I firmly believe that when a child sees the power of their singing voice, they also understand the power of their speaking voice. They recognize their voice can be used to make art and to make the world a better place. A powerful voice can be used to advocate for the self and for others. A powerful voice can change the world.”

—SHELBY TODD ’16

Wendy Clemente was named a 2019 Educator of the Year by the La Jolla Golden Triangle Rotary Club.
How does one define success? Ask around, and you will invariably receive a myriad of responses—some of which may be framed around financial achievement. Christoph von Ruexleben ’09 believes that some of the world’s most underprivileged people are far richer in happiness than those vastly more advantaged. How did he come to this conclusion? Von Ruexleben and a friend drove from California to Patagonia for an adventure of a lifetime.

After graduating from the University of California, Santa Barbara, in 2013 with a degree in economics and global studies, von Ruexleben worked in business development at an advertising agency in San Francisco. While he loved his job, he shares, “I had a realization that when I reflect back on my life, I want to have more than just a career-based resume. I want a life resume.”

In July 2018, with a car and a rooftop tent, von Ruexleben and his friend David Grotting embarked from San Francisco, traveling through 19 countries, including Mexico, Guatemala, Panama, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia and Argentina. Their goal was to travel with a purpose, engage in meaningful dialogue with local people, and document their experiences. “We wanted to gain an understanding of the varied human experiences that exist across this distance,” von Ruexleben explains.

The project, called Road Dialogues, was a Humans of New York-style interview series sharing the lives of the people in the countries they visited. “We met people whose life stories would bring any person to their knees because of the injustices they’ve faced, yet they are more positive and generous than almost anyone I know,” shares von Ruexleben. “It was a glimpse into humanity and an interesting look at human perseverance and generosity and kindness.”

Von Ruexleben recalls meeting Adela, a woman from a small town in southern El Salvador, whose unforgettable warmth and kindness left a lasting impression. Despite confronting daily societal, economic and familial adversity, Adela dedicated her life to spreading joy and happiness in her community. Of her hardship, she shared, “Si les doy importancia, no se terminan,” which translates: “If I give them importance, they don’t end.”

Conducting a majority of their interviews in Spanish, von Ruexleben attributes his ability to have meaningful conversations in Spanish to LJCDS educator Eva Power (see spotlight on page 44). “She had a unique way of mixing culture into how she taught Spanish,” he says. “It was her influence that got me interested in the cultural aspect of speaking Spanish and visiting these places.”

“...when I reflect back on my life, I want to have more than just a career-based resume. I want a life resume.”

After 295 days, the duo had traveled 24,000 miles, the equivalent of the circumference of the Earth, and had gained a perspective that they never imagined. “I have never felt more aware of my privilege,” von Ruexleben says. “And I’ve never felt more inspired and empowered to try to spread awareness of the kindness and cultural warmth that Latin America holds. The people who were most generous were often those with the least—it was truly pure altruism under the harshest of circumstances. I was shown how powerful simple actions are in making a positive impact, and I’m hoping to find ways to further that notion through my career and through my actions with friends, family and strangers alike.”

—KATELYN SIGETI ’06
NICARAGUA
Elevation: 0'
A beautiful country in the midst of an ugly conflict.

CHILE
Elevation: 15,000'
We experienced the beauty of Torres del Paine’s W Trek through some good luck and last-minute booking magic.

BOLIVIA
Elevation: 19,993'
Perhaps the most culturally unique stop of the trip, Bolivia kept us in a state of oscillation between utter shock, fear and jaw-dropping amazement.

ARGENTINA
Elevation: 11,000'
Argentina was a land of hospitality for us. We met amazing people everywhere we went, many of whom invited us into their homes and treated us with extreme generosity.

GUATEMALA
Elevation: 5,463'
Born of volcanic fire, Guatemala impressed us with its rolling green hills, massive conical volcanos and incredible lakes.

COLOMBIA
Elevation: 3,000'
Colombia floored us with its incredibly diverse landscapes, impressive cities and wide-ranging culture.

NICARAGUA
Elevation: 0'
A beautiful country in the midst of an ugly conflict.
“If approached with the correct mindset, a little scarcity can motivate us to take better care of ourselves—and make decisions that are more likely to benefit us, individually and collectively.”
Less Can Be More

KELLY GOLDSMITH ’97

If you’ve ever felt like you don’t have enough money or time, that you’re not measuring up to the crowd or meeting the standards of others, you are not alone. But more importantly, those feelings should not make you feel sad or hopeless, because they can actually lead to making your life—and even the lives of others—better.

In a recent talk at TEDxNashville entitled “How to Make the Most Out of Not Having Enough,” marketing professor Kelly Goldsmith ’97, Ph.D., dives deep into the various kinds of scarcity we all experience, and how we can leverage that experience into something positive that we can all benefit from.

TEDx events are independently run local offshoots of TED, the renowned nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short, powerful talks. In recent years, these talks have grown tremendously, featuring the best and brightest minds on a wide spectrum of topics from academic to spiritual.

In her talk, Goldsmith draws from her 15 years of experience as a behavioral scientist—and her 24 days as a contestant on the game show Survivor, a crucible of deprivation, human instinct and game theory. According to her research, Goldsmith asserts that, if approached with the correct mindset, a little scarcity can motivate us to take better care of ourselves—and make decisions that are more likely to benefit us, individually and collectively.

Goldsmith has earned a position as one of the bright lights in her field. After earning her Ph.D., M.Phil. and M.A. from Yale University, she joined the Kellogg School of Management as an assistant professor of marketing. While at Kellogg, Goldsmith received the Clewett Research Chair and McManus Research Chair for achievements in research and teaching. In 2014, Fortune named her one of “Eight Young B-School Professors on the Rise,” and she currently serves as the co-editor of a special issue for two academic journals, The Journal of the Association for Consumer Research and The Journal of Consumer Psychology.

Goldsmith is currently an associate professor of marketing at the Owen Graduate School of Management at Vanderbilt University, where she teaches marketing research and marketing strategy. As illustrated in her TEDx talk, her areas of expertise are resource scarcity, consumer decision making and consumer psychology.

—MICHELLE CHOATE

“Because what this suggests is that those in the scarcity condition, those who felt like they didn’t have enough, they could be more selfish or more generous as a function of what was in it for them.

This means that scarcity doesn’t have to be a blunt instrument that makes us more hostile or aggressive, but rather, it’s more nuanced. It can make us keenly aware of returns on investment. Accordingly, we make strategic decisions with our own best interest in mind.

Now, I realize, this may sound like bad news to some. That scarcity increases this form of impure altruism, where people are ‘giving to get,’ but I don’t think this is bad news. I think it’s fine, and even good, to take care of yourself, especially if you’re in a situation where you’re experiencing a threat, like scarcity.

As Stephen Covey famously said, ‘In the long run, if it isn’t a win for both of us, we both lose.’

Your scarcity can make you better at identifying those win-win opportunities when you help yourself by helping others.

And this is just a tiny portion of the data that I’ve collected to date that gives me reason to believe that these common everyday experiences of not having enough, they can be put to good use. These frustrations don’t have to be limitations. They can increase generosity and facilitate improvements in culture. They can lead to our making choices to take care of ourselves. And these are positive outcomes, both individually and collectively.”

Excerpt from TEDxNashville talk by Kelly Goldsmith ’97, entitled “How to Make the Most Out of Not Having Enough”
Tommy Edman ‘13 was a sixth-round draft pick in 2016 and made his major league debut with the St. Louis Cardinals in summer 2019.
“As his parents, we were never sure how far he was going to go, but we’re always along for the ride. ... Every place that he’s gone, it’s been an exciting new experience for him and for us. His playing has brought us all new friends and reconnected us with old friends across the country.”

NO. 19 BY THE NUMBERS

MAJOR LEAGUE DEBUT

06.08.19

NATIONAL LEAGUE RANKINGS

4TH IN TRIPLES

17TH IN STOLEN BASES

MLB CAREER STATS*

326 AT BATS

.304 BATTING AVERAGE

.350 ON BASE PERCENTAGE

.850 ON BASE PLUS SLUGGING

59 RUNS

99 HITS

11 HOME RUNS

36 RUNS BATTED IN

15 STOLEN BASES

*All stats are from June 2019 to the end of the 2019 season.
Being an Understudy
It’s a tough gig. The preparation you have to do is in some ways greater than if you were the onstage performer. You have to build and calculate into your performance every permutation of what could potentially occur so that you’re never thrown off-balance should you go on. We have limited rehearsal on stage with props, so there’s a lot of preparation through imagination and observation, as well as diligent homework.

Challenges
For someone like me, who covered multiple parts, there are often pieces of the play where your characters are interacting with each other, and you have to be able to compartmentalize so you don’t get up there and start saying someone else’s lines. There’s also an emotional journey you are taking with each character, but you have to balance that with thinking about the mechanical business of where a prop goes or which part of the dance you’re in.

Covering the Lead Roles
I was lucky to go up for almost a quarter of all our performances and performed all the roles I cover.

Acting on Stage vs. Screen
It’s most similar to the difference between watercolors and oils or ballet and jazz. If you’re proficient in one, you have the tools to hypothetically understand the other, but the medium is different. Theater is an art form that ends with the actor. A writer can write it and a director can direct it a certain way, but at the end of the day, it’s my body and voice and interpretation through which the audience is receiving the story. In film, the actor’s performance is at the mercy of the director, cinematographer, gaffer and, especially, editor.

Lessons
Every lesson I’ve learned as an actor I’ve learned as a person; remarkably (and perhaps pretentiously) the two are genuinely intertwined. The power of listening is one lesson. There’s a difference between waiting for someone to finish their line so you can say yours and putting all your focus and intent into listening to understand.

"Stepping into what is potentially controversial and having an open and challenging conversation is the best way to equip young people."
Griffin Osborne ‘14 is an NYC-based actor, writer and director. He holds a bachelor’s degree in acting from New York University and currently stars in *Lifespan of a Fact* with the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis.

**LJCDs Influences**

Certain teachers, including Scott Feldsher, Sarah Golden, Cindy Bravo, Gary Peritz and other members of the English department, were incredibly supportive of not just my acting but also my playwriting. The student plays equipped me, above all else, to go into what I want to do. Equally, the material that Scott chose was dangerous, challenging, morally complicated and controversial. Engaging with material like that is something you don’t often find in a high school environment. The conversations that came from handling such material put me 10 steps ahead of most of my contemporaries. Education in the arts does not work well when censored. Stepping into what is potentially controversial and having an open and challenging conversation is the best way to equip young people.

**What’s Next**

I am starring in *Lifespan of a Fact* with the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis. It’s a comedy that deals with truth and journalism and feels like a fantastic counterpoint after *Ferryman*.

—INTERVIEWED BY TIFFANY TRUONG
“Overheard”

You will continue to serve and empower others in your own distinctive way. You will live in the spirit of La Jolla Country Day School as unravelers of complexity, responsible fact-checkers, open-minded seekers of new ideas and ideas that challenge the status quo, and most of all, persistent truth-tellers.

Gary Krahn, Ph.D., head of school, commencement speech

I’m not going to choose a career path or a way of living the rest of my life based on the stuff that I’m good at but based on somewhere I see need.

Raquel Ramirez ’19, in a video interview

The people at LJCDS gave me something to look forward to in the mornings and something to miss in the evenings.

Dakota Hernandez ’19, lifer student Q&A

It’s that marriage of mentorship and truly the validation that comes from having someone who is at the top of their game or a professional in their field putting an arm around you and saying “I see this in you. I see your ability.”

Inez Odom, assistant head of school for enrollment management and outreach, Roots & Wings podcast

It was purely my education that helped me learn to think for myself... to figure out how to wade through difficult problems and difficult challenges going on in my life and throughout the world.

Nina Church ’12, Roots & Wings podcast

I love Country Day.... In hindsight, I don’t think I realized how big of a gift my parents were giving me. ... It prepared me so well in so many different ways.

Jamie Coleman ’07, Roots & Wings podcast
Opportunities aren’t just handed to you, and they’re not forced on you. You have to take advantage of them, otherwise they’ll just slip by.

Newland Zhang ’19, senior spotlight article

We’re interested in helping a person find—through multiple perspectives and through multiple opportunities—their voice.

Cindy Bravo, director of visual and performing arts, Roots & Wings podcast

Your desire to protect your child and help them navigate the complex world is natural. Learn to listen to understand rather than listen to respond.

Michelle Hirschy, Upper School counselor, news article

The middle schooler still has to live inside of you if you want to truly be part of this community. ... We are building a set of adults who recognize that it’s not all going to be logical.

Ryan Song, head of Middle School, Roots & Wings podcast

I have attended La Jolla Country Day School for my entire life, and it has truly become like my second home. I have had so many opportunities to explore different classes and activities in my time here, and the school has shaped me into the person I am today.

Anonymous Junior, Niche.com, LJCDS review
Selling Security & Building Relationships

BY MICHELLE CHOATE

Cyberattacks. Hacking. Data breaches. Computer viruses. Identity theft. These are terms that have become frighteningly common in the digital age. As we conduct more and more of our social and business lives online, our exposure to an abundance of cybercrimes grows greater and greater.
We hear more about data breaches and spillages, and our solutions have evolved to contain those problems. One of the biggest transitions we’ve witnessed over the years is from providing on-premise networking perimeter defense to security for cloud-based networking environments.

For the United States government and major corporations, the risks of cyberattacks—and the subsequent costs of such attacks—are astronomical. As a result, they have grown hypervigilant in their quest to protect themselves from such threats. Part of this protection comes through the engagement of cybersecurity firms that provide IT security and information assurance for businesses, government and critical infrastructure.

When Rinaldi Pisani ’87 joined the cybersecurity realm 20 years ago, the industry did not yet have such a high profile in the daily news, nor was it filled with the international intrigue and infamy that it is associated with today. Then known as information security or information assurance, the industry was focused primarily on compliance and risk management. But in a world that has become increasingly dependent on computers and online systems—and with the lightning speed at which technology changes and grows—information security firms had to be quick to adapt. Shortly after Pisani joined his current company, Telos, the firm took steps to embrace the transformation that would soon be known as cybersecurity.

“I have spent a lot of time in cybersecurity, and things have certainly changed. The government, the military and now private firms are highly focused on cybersecurity, and the issues around it are a lot more prevalent—and more widely reported. We hear more about data breaches and spillages, and our solutions have evolved to contain those problems,” says Pisani. “One of the biggest transitions we’ve witnessed over the years is from providing on-premise networking perimeter defense to security for cloud-based networking environments.”

Pisani’s company has been in the cybersecurity space for more than three decades. Telos promotes cybersecurity, cloud security and enterprise security, and solutions in all of those areas. Telos has always supported all aspects of the United States government, including the CIA and other sectors of the intelligence and special operations communities, the Department of Defense, federal civilian agencies and state governments. In recent years, however, the company has emerged in the commercial space as the private sector has embraced the security standards of the government and military. The company, which works in both classified and unclassified spaces, now counts among its clients Fortune 50 companies, independent software vendors and manufacturers.
OVERCROWDED AND UNDERQUALIFIED

As the company has grown, new challenges have emerged—and not just from increasingly sophisticated cyberthreats. “The cybersecurity space has become crowded. Anyone with a software tool will make a claim that it provides cybersecurity,” explains Pisani. “We have to spend time defining how Telos is unique and what value we bring. For example, the phrase ‘continuous monitoring’ has many connotations for different people, but what we do and how we do it is different than some of the other companies. There is a place for everyone depending on what the customer is looking for, as it relates to cybersecurity and risk management.”

But while the industry itself is overpopulated with firms, those firms are suffering from a dearth of skilled professionals. As a result, winning a new client is only half the battle; finding enough talent to staff their projects is becoming increasingly difficult. And if you do find skilled people, the hot market means they can command top dollar. In order to grow the workforce, firms like Telos are working with colleges and universities to promote cybersecurity educational tracks and engaging in various internship programs. “We will grow the workforce,” says Pisani. “It’s just going to take time and patience.”
OPEN TO EVOLUTION

Pisani’s role at Telos has evolved along with the business, which is one of the many reasons he’ll be celebrating his 20th year with the company in February 2020. “I’ve stayed here because I’ve been afforded the opportunity to do different things, and there has always been potential for upward mobility and to work in different areas of the company, such as operations and P&L management,” explains Pisani. “Over the years, I’ve managed from 5 people to 150 people. It has been refreshing to be able to do these different things, and it’s nice to have new challenges.”

When he first joined the company, Pisani worked in Army sales, then ran the Department of Defense sales team. Eventually, he was running cybersecurity sales and then moved into cybersecurity operations. Later, when the company had a need for business development and sales, Pisani went back to that where he has been since 2014.

After almost 25 years in information and cybersecurity, Pisani is still excited by the industry and the products he works with. “Telos has some dynamic new solutions, like Telos Ghost, a misattribution, an anonymization and an obfuscation tool that allows users anonymous access to the web, which is beneficial for people doing threat intel research—or any research—by being able to go into the ‘dirty web,’” says Pisani. Who might use such a tool? “People who are planning a trip may want to do research on a local area without that local area knowing they are coming from the U.S.,” explains Pisani. “So we allow them to make it look like they are coming from Ireland.”

One might think that his day job would make Pisani hypervigilant when it comes to his personal computing, but that is not the case. For himself, and for the average person, he believes in being conscientious but not paranoid, when engaging in online banking and other cyberactivities. Says Pisani, “If you follow common sense and best practices, you should be OK.”

THE POWER OF PEOPLE

The Telos opportunity came to Pisani in the same way that other life-changing opportunities have come to him: as a result of his wide group of friends, his strong personal network and his openness to new experiences. “I had a friend working at Telos who had been promoted from an Army sales capacity to running the Department of Defense sales. He was looking to bring somebody on. The timing was right, and it sounded like an interesting company and a chance for more solution selling, so I made the jump,” says Pisani.

The job Pisani jumped from was with Westwood Computer (which eventually became Emtec), where he rose from baseline sales to national government sales manager. And, true to the pattern, he got the job through his personal network. “After graduating from Georgetown, I stayed in the area looking for a job. I was playing for a local men’s rugby club and asked if any of the guys on the team knew of any openings, not knowing what path it would take,” says Pisani. “Many of my teammates were involved in IT solutions, products and services.” And soon, Pisani had his first job. The Telos job is only his second.
KEEPING IN TOUCH

Making connections and forging long-term bonds has always come naturally to Pisani. He entered La Jolla Country Day School as an upper schooler, but he instantly felt at home and made fast friends with other students who had known one another for years—friends he remains close with to this day. “I am on a daily text chat with five or six core buddies of mine from Country Day,” he says. “I have fond memories of my time there and have made it to the 10th, 15th, 20th and 25th reunions. I definitely keep in touch.”

Pisani’s choice of Georgetown for college was influenced in part by LJCDS’s headmaster at the time, Dr. Tim Burns, who was a Georgetown alumnus and often spoke to him about the university. At Georgetown, Pisani made more lifelong friends—none more important than his wife of 22 years, Christina. The couple have two daughters: Julia, who is at the University of South Carolina, and Mia, who is a sophomore in high school.

These days, staying at the same company for two decades is a rarity. But given how highly Pisani values people and relationships, his extended tenure at a company with a culture that promotes connection and mutual support makes perfect sense. “Telos is a very relationship-driven type of organization—with our partners and customers but also internally. There is tremendous longevity here. The CEO and COO have both been here for almost 30 years, and many of my colleagues have been with me my whole time here. It gives a sense of camaraderie, support and confidence,” says Pisani. “We had a manager who said, ‘This company feels like a ball team.’ I think he meant that we were a very well-knit team, with people going out of their way to help and support one another.”

Says Pisani, “I’ve always valued personal interactions, and I’ve been very fortunate, starting with high school, to develop a core group of friends that have stayed with me throughout my life. Fortunately, my desire to build relationships has rolled into my professional life. I have the ability to build relationships with colleagues, partners and clients, and some of those professional relationships have transformed into friendships. I count myself lucky for that.”

“I’ve always valued personal interactions, and I’ve been very fortunate, starting with high school, to develop a core group of friends that have stayed with me throughout my life. Fortunately, my desire to build relationships has rolled into my professional life.”
Look back at your childhood.
Can you name experiences that were influential to your life as an adult? Oftentimes, the moments that resonate—that have had a lasting impact—are the ones you never thought twice about at the time.
Ali Silverstein ’98 fondly remembers visiting the Pacific Design Center in West Hollywood (also called the Blue Whale) with her grandma, Gert, an interior designer. She recalls sitting on the floors of the showrooms, playing with textiles and fabric swatches.

Never could she have predicted that the hours spent exploring and arranging fabric swatches at age 4 would influence her creative process as an artist today. “That is exactly what I do here,” Silverstein shares. “I essentially make my own textiles and then cut them up and move them around.”

In her studio in Los Angeles, vibrant large-scale canvases fill the spaces of her white walls, and massive colorful sheets and cutouts of previously painted canvas pile on the floor and on racks. Silverstein uses paint as a medium but doesn’t consider herself a traditional painter. Her works are designed with layers of overlapping canvas that are painted, stained, stenciled or cut into shapes. Her practice is physical in nature. A painting may begin at hand-scale but can evolve into a sculptural construction at body-scale.

“Often it feels more like dancing than anything else,” she shares. “I’m always dragging these huge piles of canvas across the floor and putting them on top of other things. Then dragging something, putting it up on the wall, pulling it back down again, and then sweeping it with paint.”
Silverstein’s work has been featured in multiple solo exhibitions around the world, including in London, Tel Aviv, Mexico City, New York City and Santa Fe. Additionally, she has been an artist-in-residence at the Bialik space in Tel Aviv and at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur.

Much of Silverstein’s practice is improvisational and unpremeditated. Her final product is a surprise. Its philosophical spirit is best described as abstract expressionism and action painting. “The marks that I make and the actions that I take are extensions of my body,” she shares. “I work very spontaneously when I am painting. It’s very gestural.”

For a perfectionist, trusting her instincts in her creative process takes ongoing practice and discipline. In the earlier years of her practice, Silverstein mainly painted preconceived images, such as a bowl, a landscape or the front page of The New York Times. In 2013, her philosophical approach to painting evolved. Silverstein began teaching herself to incorporate the creative moments during her painting process by allowing her instincts to guide her brush or next move. “For some people, it wouldn’t be so difficult,” she says. “For me, it was very difficult because I would feel how my mind interfered with my impulses constantly. Having to learn how to override my mind took a lot of work. I learned how to deal with resistance and with being afraid to ruin a painting, and I learned how to follow my instincts. Perfectionism is something I try to fight against in art-making.”

Silverstein’s process is spontaneous, but not everything is unplanned. The ideas often begin with a question or a deep curiosity. “It can be anything. For example, I might decide I want to paint bowls of fruit, and I will delve into the exploration of bowls of fruit almost in a scientific way,” she says. “I want to really investigate the idea: What can I do with it? How can I pull it apart and put it back together?” Silverstein’s process of constantly questioning “What happens if…” and her ability to place a unique lens on an idea result in work that upends the status quo. “Anything you can imagine ahead of time and feel comfortable with means that it’s been pre-approved somehow,” she shares. “And that’s not very interesting.”

She remembers another childhood experience that proved influential to her art-making process today. Silverstein used to spend hours walking on the sand, collecting shells with her dad while on vacation in Hawaii. “I would pick up those shells and then look for somewhere else to put them,” she recalls. “I was interested in picking up the shell, appreciating its shape and color, and then giving it a new place to be, which is what I am doing in the studio all the time.”

The worst thing that can happen when you’re painting in this way is when you make something you like and then you have this impulse to paint like a big blue triangle, and you don’t allow yourself because you might ruin this pretty thing you did, and then nothing interesting ever happens.
Taking risks and pushing boundaries are part of the process, although fear may sometimes get in the way. “There isn’t such a thing as ‘going too far,’” she explains. “The danger is much greater on the ‘not going far enough’ side. There are more times that I feel like I haven’t gone far enough. The worst thing that can happen when you’re painting in this way is when you make something you like and then you have this impulse to paint like a big blue triangle, and you don’t allow yourself because you might ruin this pretty thing you did, and then nothing interesting ever happens.”

Silverstein’s body of work isn’t all improvisation, however. Figurative painting, specifically portraiture, is where her practice began. Today, portrait commissions continue to be a beloved part of her craft. “It’s an amazing thing to enter people’s homes and lives to have this brief but intimate time with them,” she shares. “I feel very present, very connected. We have a photo session in the person’s home, which can take up to four hours. I take hundreds, even thousands of photos, and then spend hours going through them again and again before I begin to paint. I really love doing something so slow and old-fashioned in a fast-paced world of digital image overload. These are physical. They are heirlooms.”

In 2009, Silverstein’s boyfriend died in a car accident. While trying to understand and make sense of this life-altering event, she turned to the creative process to find meaning. Silverstein documented everything after her boyfriend’s death: She interviewed his friends, captured her own thoughts and feelings, traveled, and scattered his ashes around the world. “When someone dies suddenly like that, it’s a very unnatural feeling,” she says. “You’re just completely in shock, and things move really quickly. Maybe part of grieving is trying to understand or find meaning in why this event happened. I needed to make a story describing what it was all about.”
this event happened. I needed to make a story describing what it was all about.” Her four-year journey resulted in the creation of a feature-length nonfiction film, Afterglow, which premiered at the Reykjavík International Film Festival in Iceland.

Silverstein exhibited her first solo museum show at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Tucson in fall/winter 2019. The project, entitled The Fantastical Reconstruction of the Epine GY7, Chapter 1: The Fragments, documents the 1948 shipwreck of the British fishing trawler Epine GY7. The inspiration for the show emerged from a visit to Dritvik Beach in Iceland, where fragments of metal from the shipwreck remain. Silverstein documented and archived the three-dimensional fragments as graphic two-dimensional rubbings. “Every time I am in Iceland, I have this urge to document the pieces somehow,” she shares. “Finally, last summer, friends of mine and I went back, and we spent five nights, all night long, making rubbings of every piece of metal on the beach. The works are all about using fragments of evidence to create meaning—how in a sense all of our experiences are ‘redacted,’ and we are compelled to make sense of them.”

In addition to presenting in galleries around the world, Silverstein keeps her plate filled with various commissioned projects, including murals and billboards. UK-based premium paint and wallpaper manufacturer Farrow & Ball selected Silverstein to create the very first mural for their flagship showroom in West Hollywood. Using the brand’s proprietary paint, she created a 50-by-12-foot mural above the store. “I like any project that allows me to explore something I’ve been wanting to explore and gives me the opportunity to present that exploration in an interesting way,” Silverstein says. “Commissions can be very valuable, creatively.”

THE MARKS THAT I MAKE AND THE ACTIONS I TAKE ARE EXTENSIONS OF MY BODY.
Her passion for art and poetry was nurtured at LJCDS.
Silverstein fondly remembers the Bostons: Mr. Boston, Upper School English teacher, and Mrs. Boston, Upper School visual arts teacher. While she didn’t have Mr. Boston as a teacher, he helped her explore poetry. “It was like an independent study,” she recalls. “Mr. Boston helped me with poetry outside of regular class hours, challenging me to think about language in different ways.” About Mrs. Boston, she shares, “It was much more like a mentorship relationship. I was really into Egon Schiele, as most young art enthusiasts are, and I wanted to learn how he did what he did. She would help me learn the techniques to create what I was envisioning. These two nurturing and inspiring people both helped me find my voice.” Silverstein was the recipient of the Pen Women Award for her portrait work at LJCDS.

When Silverstein joined the LJCDS community in the second grade, former Head of School Chris Schuck was her second-grade teacher—and then also her fourth- and sixth-grade teacher, and eventually, her head of Upper School. “Mr. Schuck is a legend,” she says. “The ‘Only Connect’ quote by Confucius displayed in his sixth-grade class is something I still think about and ponder often. Every story he told was almost like a philosophical parable. He was brilliant and gentle, and that was a beautiful combination. Even though it has been so long, he is kind of a hero of mine.”
I like any project that allows me to explore something I’ve been wanting to explore and gives me the opportunity to present that exploration in an interesting way.

After LJCDS, Silverstein attended Columbia University, where she earned a bachelor’s degree in visual arts and comparative religion. She earned her MFA in painting from the Slade School of Fine Art in London. While at Slade, Silverstein became one of the inaugural advisors to the Outset Contemporary Art Fund in London.

Whitewall, an independent art and luxury lifestyle magazine, named Silverstein “Artist to Watch” in 2017. When asked what’s next for her, Silverstein shares she is using a scrapbook from a thrift store in New Orleans as a source of inspiration. She will also continue to do commissioned portrait work. Stay tuned.
ENGAGEMENTS, MARRIAGES & BIRTHS

1

Austin Lyman ’06 and wife Elizabeth Lyman welcomed son Wyatt Stephen Lyman on July 18, 2019. He joins older brother Bradford Lyman.

2

John Noerenberg ’06 and wife Cara Noerenberg welcomed son Brayden Scott Noerenberg on February 16, 2019.

3

Jessica Laun Shaw ’01 and husband Cullen Shaw welcomed son Julian Harris Shaw on June 1, 2019. He joins older brother Solomon Connor Shaw, born January 25, 2016.

4

Alexa Zigarmi Talbot ’04 and husband Ryan Talbot welcomed daughter Susannah Talbot on February 7, 2019.

STAY CONNECTED

We want to hear from alumni! Are you celebrating a life event? Have news to share? Send us a class note. All class notes will be published online.

LJCDS.ORG/ALUMNI
Adam Saven ’08 and Bianca Bianchi Saven ’10 got married on September 15, 2019 in Carmel-by-the-Sea, California.

Lisa Liguori ’92 married David Calvo on May 4, 2019 in Rancho Santa Fe, California.

Sarah Belpedio ’11 is engaged to Drew Doggett. They plan for an August 2020 wedding.

Kevin Kuntz ’11 married Jenni Buron on September 21, 2019 in Dallas, Texas.

Nina Church ’12 is engaged to Christopher Barber. They plan for a December 2019 wedding.
In April 1959, a La Jolla resident offered the La Jolla Federal Savings and Loan Association a collection of pennies to display in the bank. The complete set included the United States minted one-cent piece, spanning the years between 1793 and 1959. The bank’s spring theme that year was “It Pays to Save Your Pennies,” a promotional event to teach La Jolla’s youngest residents about the value of saving.
Early among the collection's many visitors were the third- and fourth-grade classes from La Jolla Country Day School on Prospect Street. The students lined up at the door, excited to see this overview of American history and the special value of the one-cent coin. The students also learned about the U.S. economy from the experts at the bank. The collection of 270 different coins showcased the evolution of American currency, from the large cent pennies that existed through 1857 to the 1909 shift of the Indian head design to the now-familiar portrait of Abraham Lincoln.

After viewing the complete collection of coppers (with the exception of the steel pennies minted in 1943 due to a wartime shortage of copper), the schoolchildren were encouraged to “help themselves” to a plate overflowing with 1959 pennies. To the burgeoning coin collectors, these were truly pennies from heaven.

“It is difficult for children in La Jolla to get the plain penny date (pennies minted in Philadelphia, noted for lacking a letter ‘D’ under the mint date) for 1959 for their collections,” said Silbey Sellew, the president of the savings institution. “Most of the Western circulated pennies come from the Denver, Colorado, mint.” Sellew finally noted, “It’s amazing how the schoolchildren of today dote on collecting pennies. ... All savings institutions delight in observing careful savings among young people. It makes for a healthy community, a happy life, security and a successful nation.”

—RAFAEL EATON

---

7 CENTS OF FUN FACTS

1. Pennies were the first coins minted in the United States.

2. For one year, in 1943, pennies were made out of zinc-coated steel because copper was reserved for war materials.

3. President Lincoln has appeared on a one-cent coin since 1909. He is the first American president to be on an American coin.

4. The first one-cent piece, made in 1793, called the “large cent,” was as big as a half dollar. It was replaced by a smaller penny in 1857.

5. In 1959, the penny was redesigned with the Lincoln Memorial on the backside in honor of Lincoln’s 150th birthday.

6. The U.S. Mint produces more than 13 billion pennies annually.

7. More than two-thirds of all coins produced by the U.S. Mint are pennies.
I never lost the childlike desire to know the whys of everything. Sometimes I feel overwhelmed by all that I don’t know, but most of the time, I find comfort in knowing that boredom and apathy will never wash over me. It is this unmoving desire to learn that inspires me every day, and it is a never-failing source.

My favorite field for exploration is the human experience—the mental, emotional and social aspects of being human. Evolutions of species, languages, emotions, ideas and cultures fascinate me, and I find the idea of a selfish gene captivating.

I surround myself with people who wonder and marvel about everything like I do and with those from whom I can learn. My students and my fellow teachers are inexhaustible sources of inspiration, and I am proud to be part of a profession that contributes to the advancement of humankind, one student at a time. I am inspired by the certainty that there is always a better version of everything and everyone waiting to be discovered in a wonderful Borgesian infinite cycle.

Eva Power ‘P’17 ‘21
Upper School World Language Chair and Spanish Teacher
Philanthropy at LJCD | Noah Blake ’89

La Jolla Country Day School is an everlasting community filled with a unique alumni network. Alumni continually give back to their alma mater by granting their time, expertise and resources to ensure that generations of Torreys benefit from the school’s mission in perpetuity.

Noah Blake ’89 embodies that spirit of philanthropy. He had enthusiastically spearheaded the class of 1989’s 30-year reunion celebration and has consistently given to the Country Day Fund.

“I give back to Country Day first and foremost as an acknowledgment that the school had a meaningful effect on shaping the trajectory of my life and the person I’ve become,” shares Blake. He doles out special praises for his teachers who played an integral role in framing his life’s path. “To me, Country Day is and always has been about the people. Faculty and staff sacrifice a piece of themselves to help shape young minds, academically and socially. I’m grateful to those folks who did this for me—some of whom, to my amazement, are still at the school.”

As the director of alumni relations and annual giving at Deerfield Academy, Blake understands the integral role philanthropy plays not only in sustaining an independent school but also in strengthening the community of excellence.

“I’m teaching my children to give back consistently to their schools, even though the gifts they are making are participatory in nature,” he shares. “Philanthropy is, at its core, a statement of faith and an important one to make whenever possible at any level.”
LA JOLLA COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL PREPARES INDIVIDUALS FOR A LIFETIME OF INTELLECTUAL EXPLORATION, PERSONAL GROWTH AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.
Dear LJCDS Community,

AS WE BEGIN OUR 94TH SCHOOL YEAR, WE WANT TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION to the many donors and volunteers who so willingly and generously give their time, energy and financial resources to advance the LJCDS mission and support the great work of our teachers and students. Every gift of time and treasure, every gathering attended, and every moment taken out of your day to see the humanity in one another enhances the LJCDS experience. Your role in the LJCDS community—as alumni, parents, trustees, grandparents and friends—allows the board, administration and faculty to help tomorrow’s leaders find their purpose in a challenging and nurturing environment. For that, we are most grateful.

We also give thanks and recognition to former Board of Trustees President Chris Richey, who had selflessly and tirelessly led the board for the past two years. His leadership was recognized by the California Association of Independent Schools and is instrumental to the long-term success of our school.

The 2018–2019 school year was a time for both reflecting on our rich history and actively planning for the future. This past year, with your help, we graduated an incredibly thoughtful class of seniors, connected young students to mentors, challenged our students to take risks in their academic and co-curricular programs, provided robust educational opportunities for our community, and, day by day, sought to find greatness through acts of goodness. We put into motion a significant effort to reduce our carbon footprint, begin a nationally recognized health and wellness initiative and align resources to support the heart and soul of our school—our teachers.

During the past year, the school enjoyed extraordinary financial support. Unrestricted gifts to the Country Day Fund grew by more than 16%, the largest increase in recent history. The $1.4 million in cumulative contributions provide critically important funds that account for about 4% of the annual operating budget. It has been a time of considerable progress and excitement as we look to the future with a sense of optimism and determination.

Thank you for your support of LJCDS during the 2018–2019 academic year that fueled the excellence in student achievement, faculty accomplishment and institutional success that are hallmarks of our school.

Gratefully,

Gary Krahn, Ph.D.
Head of School

Lucy Smith Conroy ’90
Board of Trustees President
I give back, not only as an alumna but also as an educator. I want to ensure that La Jolla Country Day School continues to make a difference in the lives of young children for years to come.

Laurel Johnson ’12

Philanthropy

Philanthropy plays a significant role at La Jolla Country Day School. Since our founding in 1926, we have benefited greatly from the support of parents, alumni, grandparents, board of trustees, faculty, staff and friends who continue to invest in excellence and lifelong learning. Philanthropy is the distinguishing factor between a good school and an exceptional school. LJCDS is grateful to our community and invites you to learn more about ways to become part of this tradition of giving.
The memories and contacts I made at LJCDS are what inspire me to stay connected to the school. Donating allows the school to improve and better support its students. I give back to LJCDS because I want future students to have the opportunity to have an impactful experience like my own.

Shelby Todd ’16

Country Day Fund

For nearly 100 years, La Jolla Country Day School has provided meaningful opportunities and experiences for our students. Thanks to the confidence and commitment of our community, we have been able to meet challenges, exceed goals and set the pace for excellence.

These unrestricted annual contributions made by alumni, parents, grandparents, faculty, staff, friends and students guarantee a future for our school. They build and sustain a culture of philanthropy and continue to inspire greatness for a better world.
**Honorary Founders**

$100,000+

Carolyn and Malcolm Wiener

**1964 Society**

$50,000–$99,999

Sara Browne and Chris Richey

**1926 Society**

$25,000–$49,999

Marina Marrelli and Robert Anslow

Yuriko and Philip Anton

Nicole and Michael Kelly

Harriett Robinson

Candice and Joshua Schimmer

Feng Zhou and Hang Sun

**Donald Leavenworth Society**

$10,000–$24,999

Lara Salt and Marty Beard

Lisa Kanetake and Charles Bergan

Diane and John Berol

Katherine Bruckel

Nikoochehr and Jack Chitayat

Lesley and David Cohn

Lucy Smith Conroy ’90 and Ambrose Conroy

Tatiana and Robert Dotson

Hilary and Warren Dunning

Mark Duval

Tricia and Rogelio Estrada

Jessica and Michael Feinman

Paula and John Gambs

Elena Goutnova and Rouslan Goutnov

Patricia and Michael Hoffman

Denise Kaplan and Andrew Kaplan

Inna and James Kelly

Jennifer and Jim Kelly

Linda and Robert Luddy

Lisa Bicker Martin and Jeffrey Martin

Dana and Carter Meiselman

Shtal and Himanshu Parikh

Tammy and C. Cameron Rooke

Jennifer O’Brien and David Stickney

Gaby and Richard Sulphizio

Lorni Sulphizio

Jing Zhang and Qing Tang

Karim and Anthony Toranto

Chloe Weber ’17

Tobias Weber

Jamie Resnik Wechter and Kevin Wechter

Xueqiong Zhou and Alexis Corval

Sandra and Frank Coulal

Ronald Coughlin

Ladan and Said Daneshmand

Jill Robinson Forsey and Alan Forsey

Rosanna and Doug Forsyth

Elizabeth and Frank Grasso

Rachel Grassi and Shaun Greager

Angela and Guy Hart

Miriam and Michael Haughey

Xiaomei Zhang and Yongquan He

Liz and Steve Holliday

Tatiana and Hugh Hotson

Alejandra Serrano and Andres Icaza

Karol Shekhter Jacobs ’98 and Eric Jacobs

Samantha and Devetus Jones

Ranelle and Robert Kain

Janna Smith Lang and Kurt Lang

The Levine-Gaffney Family

Louise and Christopher Lischewski

Michelle Lord

Ihor Lys

Amy Glass Mischler ’91 and Robert Mischler

Ciara and Dermot O’Shea

Kathryn McCoy-O’Neill and Jeffrey O’Neill

Stacey and Steven Pacelli

Jennifer and Stephen Pirigyi

Rob and Donald Rady

Janice and John Rooney

Manilyn and Michael Rosen

Elizabeth and David Sigal

Veena and Naveen Singh

Heather Muns-Socol and Randy Socol

Tracy Warren St Amour ’88 and Stephan St Amour

Bussaraporn and Robert Taylor

Jacquie and Lloyd Thyen

Janet McVeigh and Philip Trubey

Rebecca and Chris Twomey

Rachel Hamlin and Gabriel Wallach

Louise Balmer Leadership Society

$2,000–$4,999

Anonymous (4)

Christine Cernosia and David Alberga

Laura Crofty Alexander and Tom Alexander

Julee and Todd Bennett

Jill and Ryan Bogdan

Rochelle and William Bold

Vanessa and Robert Bowman

Christina and Richard Boynton

Kathleen and Edward Brown

Natalia and Mark Burgett

Randi and Scott Castanon

Qi Li and Lixin Cheng

Sarah and Po-Jen Cheng

Farrah Golchin-Cohen and Larry Cohen

Kathy Stevenson and Joseph Cox

Elif and Turgut Derman

Karen Deschaine Anderson

Robert Douglass

Lynn and George Doupsas

Tera and Afshin Effekhari

Camba and Phillip Finch

Amy and David French

Angela Hansen Fukumura and Koji Fukumura

Angela and Joseph Glynn

Jennifer and Richard Greenfield

Laurie and John Greenip

Zoraya and Richard Griffin

Lynn and Richard Gordon

Lisa and Scott Hackman

Charlotte Loomis and James Heaton

Wendy and David Helfand

Dawn and Peter Holman

Sherry Bahrambeygui-Hosey ’82 and Patrick Hosey

$1,400,976*

**TOTAL RAISED FOR COUNTRY DAY FUND IN 2018–2019**

*Includes CDF restricted giving

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving

* Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving
Support

Marina Ivanova and Igor Ivanov
Fiona Mackin-Jha and Sanjay Jha
Sarah and Craig Johnson
Amy and William Koman
Paula and Gary Krahn
Amanda Smith Latimer ’95 and Troy Latimer
Yim and Ken Lew
Jingjing Wu and Guanglong Li
Shate Guzainuer and Ming Li
Yi Gu and Bing Li
Paulina and Jeffrey Lin
Ann and Tim Lindlan
Donna and Craig MacKinder
Susan and John Magee
Barbara and Ken Magid
Kiril and Gregory McKee
Bettina and Michael Melvin
Lailani and Aram Mirkazemi
Patricia and Michael Mogul
Jin Zhang and Qiang Ni
Susan and Dutch Nordenger
Inez and Clifton Odom
Hyeryn Hwang and Jongsoo Park
Angela and Christopher Peto
Brian Pidgeon
Leigh and Gary Pierce
John Plewes
Allison and Robert Price
Weijian Qian
Nada Vukovic-Radic and Stojan Radic
Sumana and Rajesh Rao
Chantal and Michael Reed
Cristina and Richard Rosenberg
Perian Salviola
Sandip Sandhu
Christine and Roland Schwillinski
Emily and Timothy Scott
Matti and Michael Sedgigh
Lucy and Sidney Smith
Amy and Charles Spielman
Angelica and Eric Spielman
Laura Spielman
Jenna and Frederick Stein
Bin Su
Ye Sun
Tao Yu and Dawei Tao
Leyla Borovik and Yevgeny Tuchinsky
Veronika Chernyak and Eugene Vaisberg
Jean and John Vukotich
Robbi and Steven Wade
Jodi Feinstein Wallace ’88 and Brian Wallace
Patricia and Richard Wallace
Carlie and William Ward
Janette and Ian Wornovitzky
Sue Zhong and Hai Wu
Haibo Yu and Haibo Xie
Yaqin Ma and Dong Yang
Han Zheng and Changqing Ye
Xuejun Zhang and Huijuan Yin
Emily Zhong and Dong Yuan
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao
Yingxue Zou and Cheng Zhong
Jiming Li and Hong Zhou
Xiaoxing Guo and Lin Zhou
Judith and Howard Ziment
Gay and William Borsari
Laura Mabee Boswell ’94 and Michael Boswell
Pamela and Gilbert Boswell
Kathalynn and Douglas Bryant
Susan Tousi and Randall Camp
Mary and Matthew Cantons
Corinna and Patrick Casey
Ellie Samadani and Harbinder Chadha
Seetha Gangadharan and Pratap Chandran
Heather Raymon and Mark Chapman
Cheryl Kung and Roawen Chen
Lisa Rabie and Brett Chodorow
Kathy and John Collins
Karen Bergan and Peter Corrigan
Gordana Djordjevic and Zoran Djunic
Karin and Gary Eastham
Joy Atienza and Greg Ferguson
Tanya and Iain Finlay
Gerry Fontanini
Wendi and Timothy Gibbons
Agnes Chu ’98 and Thomas Gilmore
Irene Wolfley and Steven Gordon
Karen Gordon
Christopher Grasso ’92
Claire Grezemkovsky
Perry Kirkland and Uriel Grezemkovsky ’87
Paul Guckian
Eunha Lee and Suwook Ham
Akemi and Ed Harbach
Ingrid and Alfred Harrison
Barbara and H. Paul Hirshman
Catherine Mogilner Holmes ’98 and Rob Holmes
Nellee and Lawrence Holmes
Christina and Curtis Horton
Kirsten Harrison-Jack and James Jack
Kusum Sharma and Anoop Karippot
Lisa and Gunnar Kaufmann
Wisteria Cottage Society
$1,000–$1,999
Anonymous (4)
Farzana and Amin Adatiya
Reiko and Steven Atshar
Gulshara Akhmejanova and Meiram Akmieanov
Elena Atchipova
Zhenping Zhang and Michael Atlass
Susan Lennon and Michael Attanasio
Judith Benson
Julie Borsa and Adrian Borsa ’84
Gay and William Borsari
Laura Mabee Boswell ’94 and Michael Boswell
Pamela and Gilbert Boswell
Kathalynn and Douglas Bryant
Susan Tousi and Randall Camp
Mary and Matthew Cantons
Corinna and Patrick Casey
Ellie Samadani and Harbinder Chadha
Seetha Gangadharan and Pratap Chandran
Heather Raymon and Mark Chapman
Cheryl Kung and Roawen Chen
Lisa Rabie and Brett Chodorow
Kathy and John Collins
Karen Bergan and Peter Corrigan
Gordana Djordjevic and Zoran Djunic
Karín and Gary Eastham
Joy Atienza and Greg Ferguson
Tanya and Iain Finlay
Gerry Fontanini
Wendi and Timothy Gibbons
Agnes Chu ’98 and Thomas Gilmore
Irene Wolfley and Steven Gordon
Karen Gordon
Christopher Grasso ’92
Claire Grezemkovsky
Perry Kirkland and Uriel Grezemkovsky ’87
Paul Guckian
Eunha Lee and Suwook Ham
Akemi and Ed Harbach
Ingrid and Alfred Harrison
Barbara and H. Paul Hirshman
Catherine Mogilner Holmes ’98 and Rob Holmes
Nellee and Lawrence Holmes
Christina and Curtis Horton
Kirsten Harrison-Jack and James Jack
Kusum Sharma and Anoop Karippot
Lisa and Gunnar Kaufmann

Support

COUNTRY DAY FUND AMBASSADORS
2018–2019
Josh and Candice Schimmer
Country Day Fund Chairs
Adrian Barefield
Suzanne Cohen
Ladan Daneshmand
Nadine Ditsworth
Janet Doak
Jessica Feinman
Lisa Hackman
Tyler Hales
Thomas Howe
Karol Shekhter Jacobs ’98
Kathryn Lindlan
Todd Lineback
Amy Glass Mischler ’91
Patricia Mogul
Heather Muns-Socol
Gary Pierce
Sharon Risse
Jacqueline Romo
Renata Ray
Alejandra Serrano
Jacquie and Lloyd Thyen
Karin Toranto
Lindsay Van Winkle
Danielle Kerper ’04
Pamela and Kenneth Kerper
Allison and Wilfred Li
Sara and Kevin Lind
Jennifer and Karl Lonborn
Carrie Battilega Luetzow and William Luetzow
Cynthia Listes and Frank Lulic
Christine Perry and David Michelson ’86
Anesa Chaibi and Eric Mitchell
Krista Roybal and Jimmy Moreno
Allison and Michael Mowrey
Marylee and Edward Muns
Mai Hoang and Dat Nguyen
Carla and William Nolan
Amy Wax and Sean Oversmith
Hyeri Yoo and Jhongsoon Park
Marguerite and Micah Parzen
Karen Callfas and Thomas Polarek
Martha Gonzalez and Matthew Price
Lingmei Qian
Marcie Sinclair and Andrew Ratner
Karen and Patricia Rawlins
Alejandra Ancona and Gregory Rianhard
Patricia Aftahi
Maite Benito Agahnia ’85 and Kayvon Agahnia
Kim and Shahram Besharati
Robert Bethea
Surya Chetlapalli and Naresh Bhavaraju
Ginny Bial
Margi Bingham
Tanicia Swazya’ Blackmon and Lashawn Blackmon
Barrie Blake and Noah Blake ’89
Joelle Biedenbach and Guillermo Blanco
Sarah and Joseph Carney
Traci Carpenter and Kimberly Carnot
Sylvia and Scott Cartwright
Sarah and Vitor Carvalho
Elizabeth and Joseph Cason
Jan and Tony Cason
Ryan Castanon ’19
Lillian Esponda and Ricardo Cervera
Dianne and Carmy Cesaire
Kristine and Jose Celate
Amy Chang
Jane Wu and Chixu Chen
Catherine Chiang ’18
Julia Lin and Charles Chiang
Stacy and Gary Chiang
Pandelis Chryssostomides ’99
Divya Chunduru ’19
Sherry Yang and Ka Chun Chung
Rachel Church ’16
Emily Daykin-Clark and Stephen Clark
Shannon Cleary
Wendy and Ron Clemente
Rachel Clouser

Blue and White Society

$1–$999
Anonymous (62)
Jessica and Matthew Abbondanzio
Heather and John Ace
Paulina Achar ’19
Kai Acol ’19
Leyhda and Sandy Acol
Andrea Bianco and June Acosta
Maria Coppol and Abela Acosta
Patricia Altahi
Maite Benito Agahnia ’85 and Kayvon Agahnia
Kim and Darren Aires
Laura Podkolzina and Anuar Akhmejanov
Daisy and Ali Al Mazroui
William Allford
Dana and Jeffrey Allgood
Nicolas Allmond ’19
Darpa Anireddy ’19
Heather Anton
Mary Sue Anton
Jean Appleby and Jeffrey Appleby ’69
Makena and Kyle Archer
Patricia Stickels and Arthur Arnett
Lisa and Ryan Sullivan
Alexandra and Paul Tacccone
Amar Thakur
Emma Du and Shui Long Wang
Suzanne and Jonathan Weiser
Kristin and Simon Williams
Kristina Wilson
Robyn O’Day and Samuel Wood
Sabina Woodson
Tanya and Bernard Xavier
Naxin Yang
Chunying Xie and Yi Zhang
Song Hao and Shiqing Zhang
Sophia Ausmus ’16
Olga and Alexander Avdienko
Daniella Aviles
Kathleen and Howard Babcock
Terri and Ed Bacani
Melanie and Matt Baier
Terri Bamford
Concepcion Bandayrel
Jeremy Bank
Catherine and Gregory Banner
Colleen and Adrian Barefield
Ethan Bargroff ’19
Vicky Van Meter and Keith Bargroff
Susan Barrera and Hugo Herrera ’84
Rachel Baxter
Caroline Becker
Yolanda Davis-Delete and Marc Begin
Heather and Martin Benjamin
Lisa Bennet
Christina and Matthew Bernstein
Kim and Shahram Besharati
Robert Bethea
Tania Swazy’ Blackmon and Lashawn Blackmon
Barrie Blake and Noah Blake ’89
Joelle Biedenbach and Guillermo Blanco
Cristin and Thomas Bleakley
Paradee and Jonathan Bluestein
Piers Blyth
Andrea Boehme
Simone Verma ’94 and Matthew Bohl
Danni and Mike Bonfield
Gisele Bonitz
Jennifer and Jerrold Boock
Lee Remington-Boone and Jeffrey Boone
Nada Borsa
Hanh Bui and Christian Bose
Kristi Bowen
Robert Bowen
Courtney Golub and Anne Boyer
Joanne Bradley
Brittany Boylan Branning ’93
Cindy Bravo
Charlyne and John Brenner
Katrin Engel and Jeff Brooker
Corinne and Fred Brun
Alexander Bunch ’17
Bianna Burg ’19
Heidi and Jeff Burg
Vanessa and Robert Calderon
Connie and David Cañez
Jan Capon
William Carleton ’11
Caren and Max Carneccchia
Sharon and Joseph Carney
Traci Carpenter and Kimberly Carnot
Sylvia and Scott Cartwright
Sarah and Vitor Carvalho
Elizabeth and Joseph Cason
Jan and Tony Cason
Ryan Castanon ’19
Lillian Esponda and Ricardo Cervera
Dianne and Carmy Cesaire
Kristine and Jose Celate
Amy Chang
Jane Wu and Chixu Chen
Catherine Chiang ’18
Julia Lin and Charles Chiang
Stacy and Gary Chiang
Pandelis Chryssostomides ’99
Divya Chunduru ’19
Sherry Yang and Ka Chun Chung
Rachel Church ’16
Emily Daykin-Clark and Stephen Clark
Shannon Cleary
Wendy and Ron Clemente
Rachel Clouser

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving
* Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving

2018–2019
WAS A RECORD-BREAKING YEAR FOR COUNTRY DAY FUND GIVING
Krista Clowers
Maisha Cobb
Aimee Vadnais Cochrane '94 and
Stephen Cochrane
Suzanne Cohen
Pamela Patterson and David Comfort*
Julie and Michael Connolly
Adrienne and Janik Conrad
Katharine Walker and David Copeland
Alexa Fontanini and Timothy Corcoran
Lissa Corona
Bradley Couch '16
Enrique Covarrubias '16
Patricia and David Cox
Celestina and Charles Cozic
Ruth Gilbert and Stacy Cromidas*
Beth and Bob Cross*
Lorrie Culver*
Jonathan Curtis-Resnik
Piotr Dabrowski*
Darya Daneshmand '19
Mary Ann and Robert Daugherty
Andrew D'Avanzo
Julian Davis '17
Kennah Davis '19
Jeannette De La Torre
Diane and J. Enrique De Sequera*
Angela and Thomas Dejarnette
Elsa and Thomas Dembinski
Martha Demski
Elese and Augustus Denis*
Robert Derby*
Daniel Dernbach*
Katherine Dernbach
Karen Oegema and Arshad Desai
Alicia Deutz*
Nancy Wilkins-Diehr and Daniel Diehr
Pippa and Scott Dinger*
Kathy and Daniel Dinwiddie*
Nadine and Scott Ditsworth
Phuong Nguyen and Tuan Do
Janet and Galen Doak*
Michael Docherty
William Doerge*
Anna and Seth Dorros
Sandra and Stephen Dorros
Neelima and Amol Doshi
Indigo Dow
Christina Drogin and Jason Drogin '96
Jaquelin Fematt Dutson and
Douglas Dutson*
Joanne and Bob Earl
Susan Edson and Edward Earl
Maria and Eric Eastham
Maureen and John Edman*
Thomas Edman '13
Emlyn Edquillang
Meghan Edwards*
Romy and Steven Ethimios
William Eigner*
Catherine and James Ellison*
Stacey McReynolds-Esquibel and
Joseph Esquivel
Leslie Evans and Richard Evans '68
Michelle Vescio Evenson and
Nathan Evenson
Michele Celie and Philippe Faurie
Katey Alexander and Bruce Fayman '77*
Amber Datorow and Kelly Feist
Kellita Felton
Adriana and Lou Ferreira
Gee Gee Ferrier
Daniella and Brian Field*
Kimberly Luxenberg-Fields and
Bradford Fields
Debrah Fine*
Allison and Edward Fitzgerald
Caleb Fitzpatrick
Andrea Flagiello
Miranda Fleischer
Victor Fleischer
Elizabeth and Jerry Fleischhacker*
Catherine and Emmanuel Florendo*
Jennifer Fogarty
Conor Foley
Kristina Cassidy Fox '85 and Paul Fox
Cassidy and David Freitas
Diane and Michael Frey*
Karen Frischwasser
Nancy and Takakazu Fukumura
Sabina Sznorn and Tim Fullerton
Justina Fusco
Valerie and David Fusco
Rachel and Gabriel Gador*
Lisa and Michael Gallagher
Briana and Robert Gallo
Marjorie and Charles Garren
Kimberly Hardcastle and Robert Geddes
Siham Gheewala
Connie and Larry Gianulis
Alison and George Gildred
Monica Feinberg-Gizzo and
Daniel Gizzo*
Catherine Glass
Eva Glenn*
Danielle and Vincent Gioroso
Annie and Matthew Golden
Kimberly and Jeffrey Goldman*
Matthew Goldschmidt '19
Ruth and Deon Goldschmidt*
Alyssa Sepinwall and Steven Goldstein
Andrea Kraay and Herman Goldstein*
J. Hayden Gomes '05*
Leeann and Terence Gooding*
Brennan Goring '17
Mary Ellen and James Gosman
Claudia and Robert Grasso*
Rachel Greenfield '19
Liam Greubel '18
Monica Gries
Cristina Grillo '19
Janet Owens-Grillo and Antonio Grillo
Muriel and Andre Grimaud
Laura Guerra and Sebastian Guerra '96
Christina and Chris Gustin
Allison and Brian Habas*
Meiling and Jerry Hager*
Michele and Richard Hagstrom
Sage Hagstrom '11
Jena and Tyler Hales*
Valencia Valentine Hamman and
Peter Hamman*
Janie Hapgood
Leil Nassir and Steve Hasani
Dina and Isam Hasenin
Jane Lindstrom and
Christopher Hashioka
Jane Healey
Amy Hein '19
Stephanie Heinrich
Madison Held '19
Robin and Michael Held*
Jessica Heldman and
Noah Heldman '90*
Pia and Nate Hepner*
Rachel and Joshua Herman*
Paula Hermanny
Dakota Hernandez '19
Gretchen Bain and John Hill*
Leila and John Hill
Michelle Hirschy
Payton and Alphana Hobbs
Katherine and Damian Holland
Russell Holmes
Jingyi Hong '19
Xiaoli Zhou and Zhuan Hong
Liam Hosey '17
Rebecca and Thomas Howe
Mona El-Khadem Howell '68 and
Randy Howell
Arthur Huang '19
Li Shen and Henry Huang*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgeta Hughes ’13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly and Robert Huntoon†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingwei Xiao and Hong Hu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Hutzler†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyssa Rosenberg and Lucian Lancovici</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Esther Riera Mestre and Roger Ingle’s Sanabre†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne and Donald Ings†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ings ’07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Ings ’06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura and George Irvin†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele and Josh Isaac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Jacob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Jacobs ’17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Jaffe ’16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Jaffee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masami and David Jenkins†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Jensen ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra and Kent Jensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Jette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Jha ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy and David Johnson†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yar Atemyung and Joseph Jok</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Jones and Keith Jones ’00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Juarez ’13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kagnoff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Kaplan ’08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finn Kaper and Reza Kasnavi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia and Stuart Kaye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura and Brian Kelleher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Kelly ’16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Kennedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shira and Jason Keri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muniba and Faisel Khan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendi Khan ’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Khosla ’16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Maria Khosla ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thespine Kavoulakis and Pradeep Khosla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana and Stanley Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luna Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy and Kyle King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Kirby ’08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Terry and Scott Kirtland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Taryd Klein and Michael Klein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine Koman ’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolas Koutun ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Hart and Peter Kozma†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Krause†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priya and Murali Krishnan†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-Yen and David Kuhn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis La Manna and John Kunigonis ’64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela and Andrew Kurz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Malacrida and Michael Kushner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lacoff-Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Riddell-Lamkin and Allan Lamkin†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Lamkin ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Latham†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle Howard and Christopher Lavertu†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina and Darryl Laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria and Waldir Leal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunju and Hyungjae Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Ah Lee†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Lee ’16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Leon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlene Lerman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Lester-Seck†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Levin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Levine ‘17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Landers and Matteo Levisetti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocsan Leyva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhiyu Chen and Bin Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah and Ben Lila†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Lin ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Lineback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer and Todd Lineback†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Lineback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey and David Little†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xianhao and Xuchuan Liu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana and Eliezer Lombrozo†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Long†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lianna Yeung and Thanh Lu†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Webb and Kelly Lyndon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Arce and Amos Mack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa and Jack Mackin†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela and Sanford Madigan†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Greenleaf and Michael Magerman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Maher†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashmi and Manish Malhotra†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Pidgeon Mandel and David Mandel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa and Jon Mangini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Klingenberg and Larry Manuel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marlow†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvia Martinez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navid Massarat ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy and David McCallum†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa McCarthy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Sotirakopoulos McDooling and Jonathan McDooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonghong Ying-Eclroy and Edward McElroy†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Thompson McGrath ‘96 and Matthew McGrath ’95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysa and Michael McKenna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya McLeod ’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia McMillin†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores Meanley and John Meanley ’67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly and Ryan Meier†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deane Mellor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vida Melroy†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magola Mendoza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Ziainia and Arturo Mendoza†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesman-Hallman Family†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley and Paul Michelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Middleton†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha and Albert Migdal†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micki and David Migdahl†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela and Odell Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleni and William Miller†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Miller ’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa and Scott Miller†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving
† Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving
Deceased

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIVING SOCIETIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**$100,000+**

**HONORARY FOUNDERS**

**$50,000–$99,999**

**1964 SOCIETY**

**$25,000–$49,999**

**1926 SOCIETY**

**$10,000–$24,999**

**DONALD LEAVENWORTH SOCIETY**

**$5,000–$9,999**

**TORREY PINES SOCIETY**

**$2,000–$4,999**

**LOUISE BALMER LEADERSHIP SOCIETY**

**$1,000–$1,999**

**WISTERIA COTTAGE SOCIETY**

**$1–$999**

**BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY**
Support  
COUNTRY DAY FUND

$4.73M*
TOTAL TUITION ASSISTANCE AWARDED IN 2018–2019

Melissa and Craig Miller  
Julie and David Mindel*  
Andrea Leverant Minor ‘01 and Mark Minor*  
Ara and G. Miralles*  
Melika Mirbod ‘19  
Rebecca Mirkhani ‘19  
Shirin Parvizpour and Reza Mirkhani  
Michele and William Mischler  
Victoria and David Mitchell  
Yulia Molchanova and Boris Molchanov  
Rachael Mow ‘17  
Victor Murolo  
Jean and Brian Murphy*  
Gene Murray*  
Amanda Nance ‘19  
Michael Nance  
Lisa and Mark Needle*  
Cindy and Kevin Nelson  
Elizabeth Nelson ‘19  
Jean and Richard Nelson*  
Kathy and Kenneth Nelson  
Rebecca and Lawrence Newman  
Jen Barkley and Daniel Norland*  
Tiffany Norwood  
Elizabeth Beringer and Rafael Núñez  
Greta O’Brien  
Mary O’Donnell  
Tracy and Daniel Padgett*  
Angela Flores and Arrufo Padilla  
Melinda and Artie Pajak  
Viktoria and Chad Palermo  
Rahi Parikh ‘19  
Alana Bianco Cruz and Allen Park  
Danielle and Bernard Parker  
Nicole Parry ‘17  
Roseann and Scott Parry*  
Huiyi and Douglas Paterson  
Nancy and Kevin Pegels  
Christina and Daniel Peng  
Isabel De Sio Perez and Joaquin Perez  
Nancy and Gary Peritz*  
Devon Peterkin ‘16  
Kendall Peterkin ‘12  
Sharon Tracy and Charles Peto  
Michael Peveich  
Wei Fang and Zhe Piao  
Janine and Dave Picinich  
Lys and Robert Plotkin  
Marsha and Tristan Poh*  
Glenda and Lon Poliner*  
Adina Van Loan-Polselli and Anthony Polselli  
Christina Wong and David Poon*  
Lucy and Charles Postins  
Joie and Richard Power*  
Malik Power ‘17  
Nathan Preciado ‘19  
Rosa Moreno and Robert Preciado  
Maria and Thanasi Prevelos  
Jessica and Dante Pride  
Corbin Psychun  
Chad Przymus*  
Eun Hee and Young Soo Pyo  
Liuhua Min and Zhixin Qiu  
Roxtana Popescu ‘98 and Andrei Radulescu  
Raquel Ramirez ‘19  
Rodolfo Ramirez*  
Bhakkialakshmi and William Randall  
Lillimari Andresen and Alexander Rasseys*  
Jessica Novak and Ali Rayatparvar  
Janet and Kevin Reaume*  
Manisha Reddy ‘19  
Yvonne and Jeffrey Reid  
Mary Beebe and Charles Reilly  
Mike Reisinger  
Erin Reitz  
Alexander Remington ‘19  
Wendy and Michael Remington  
Lecie and Jack Resneck*  
Lauren and Robert Resnik*  
Jeremy Rey ‘17  
Alexandra Rhodes ‘12  
Allison Rhodes ‘12  
Aline Buzzarello and Carlos Ricardo  
Sallie Richard  
Laila Rida  
Carol Ritter  
Jessica Biglin and Tomas Robinson  
Julia Castlen and Joseph Rohn  
Amy Dinger Rohrbach ‘97 and John Rohrbach*  
John Rohrbach  
Marina Romero Sanchez ‘16  
Jacqueline and Jose Romo*  
Alisa Ronis*  
Ann and James Ronis  
Kelly and Matthew Roosevelt  
Diana and Michael Rothenberg*  
Nicole Rover  
Joseph Rowling*  
Renata and Sumit Roy*  
Rebecca and Jeremy Rudy*  
Lillian Ruiz  
Shane Sahadi  
Pegah and Bobak Salami  
Lillian Sung and David Salihie*  
Gail Tominaga and Eric Sandberg*  
Lisa Monkado and Scott Sanders  
Diane and Lee Sawyer  
Sally Scheetz*  
Dolores Schiavone  
Alice Thornton Schilling and Don Schilling  
Carolyn Matroney and Jonathan Schleimer*  
Ruth and John Schmid  
Jacqueline Chang and Ross Schwartzberg  
Monica and Keith Sedlund  
Ruth and Floyd Sedlund  
Arman Shah ‘17  
Katherine Shauh ‘19  
Anna Shau ‘19  
Deborah and Robert Shau*  
Tyler Sheflo ‘13  
Aalileh Miremadi and Abolghasem Sheikhzadeh  
John Shimkin ‘19  
Margaret Futrell and Anthony Shimkin*  
Zahra and Ali Shoajania*  
Kimberly and Gerald Shukert  
Julie and Jonathan Shulman*  
Roberta and Lawrence Shulman*  
Adrienne Sigeti ‘11  
Katelyn Sigeti ‘06  
Linda Davis and Joel Sigeti  
Robert Simon  
Gretchen and James Simpson  
Joan Diener and Rik Sivula*  
Zoe Skerlos ‘19  
Diane and Stephen Smith  
Roselynn and Ryan Song  
Lisa Hansen and Steven Spence*  
Judy Spelastra*  
Jin and Lyle Steger*  
Gregory Stein*  
Sunshine Stein*  
Sibylle Steiner*  
Judith Gross and Marc Steingart*  
Carolyn and William Stevenson  
Andrea and Frederick Steves  
Karen and Harvey Stewart  
Molly Stewart ‘96  
Robin Stewart*  
Tammy and Antony Stotts  
Treger and Robert Strasberg  
Elizabeth Stringer  
Julie Strong*  
Matthew Sturtevant ‘15  
Yumeng Sun ‘19
Kerri Shulman and Elon Sunshine
Joy and Charles Sweet
Patricia Harris ’81 and Thomas Swift
Pamela and Christopher Talbot*
Gayl and George Taylor
Tami and Jon Taylor*
Tammy Thach
Annette Thompson
So and Uyen Thompson
Joanie Connell and John Thornburgh*
Mary Sue and J. Donald Thornburgh
Susie and Ian Thorpe
Jill Tiernan and Benjamin Tiernan ’95
Jana and Barrett Tilley
Solange Fortes Timmermann and Allan Timmermann
Shelby Todd ’16
Ary Tohidi ’03
Rhodaline and Jason Tootell
Jeanette and Jesus Torres
Sanaa and Sean Torres
Steven Traverso*
Felicia Tripoli*
Kimberly Trudel
Tiffany and Paul Truong*
Josephine Shieh and Christopher Tsai
Leiloa and Louie Tufaga
Joanna Peterkin and Frank Tufaro
Lu Ann and Regan Tully
Jennifer Turner
Diana and Reza Vahedi*
Lauren Vajda DeMidio
Debbie Valentine*
Ruben Valenzuela ’21
Maya Torres and Oscar Valero
Diana Valji
Matthew Van Winkle
Lindsay Van Winkle
Jennifer and Rodolfo Villareal
Danice VonFeldt and Quoc Vo*
May and Stefan Vukotich*
Scott Wallington ’08
Michele and Dan Wagner*
Robert Wagner*
Anna Waldman*
Roxanne and John Walker
William Wallace ’19
Julie Breher and Michael Walter
Cindy Shen and John Wang
Shengqi Yang and Wenping Wang
Sue and Ted Wassel*
Tannishtha Reya and Robert Wechsler-Reya*
Rachel Weiss ’19
Tamera and Damon Weisser
Anna West ’17
Cassie and Nathaniel West
Eve Strauss West and Thomas West
Lauren West
Kelly and James White*
Mary and Mathew White*
Trina and Gregory Wiener
Nancy and James Willie
Keith Wilson
Cameron Wirtz ’16
Sharon Joyce and Richard Wirtz*
Renna and Jason Wolfe
Kai Hui Wong ’19
Kathryn and Mark Woods*
Jiyu Wu
Rebecca Xavier ’19
Haochen Xie ’19
Parinaz and Farzad Yaghouti
Yuqi Yang ’19
Armando Yee ’08
Robert Yingling ’19
Amy and David Young*
Hadley Zeavin
Ling Wang and Hao Zhang
Newland Zhang ’19
Yuncheng Zhang ’19
Linling He and Jianguo Zhu
Terri Zimmerman*

PARENTS ASSOCIATION
2018–2019
Christina Boynton
President
Angela Dejarnette
Wendy Gibbons
Dawn Holman
Gina Laws
Alaleh Miremadi
Jennifer Pirigyi
Past President

ROOM & GRADE
PARENT COORDINATORS
Maj Rundlett
Upper School
Laura Spielman
Middle School
Liz Holliday
Lower School
Vanessa Bowman
Lower School

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving  
* Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving
As a lifer at LJCDS, I can directly attribute the teachers, students and programs with exposing, developing and inspiring me to pursue that which I am passionate about. For that I am forever grateful.

Matthew Wirtz ’20, LJCDS lifer

Faculty and Staff

Thank you to all of our generous faculty and staff members who invest in our community.

Anonymous (28)
Jessica Abbondanzio
Matthew Abbondanzio
Patricia Aftahi
Katey Alexander
Makena Archer
Daniella Aviles
Melanie Baier
Terri Bamford
Jeremy Bank
Rachel Baxter
Lisa Bennet
Robert Bethea
Alana Bianco Cruz
Joelle Biedenbach
Margi Bingham
Piers Blyth
Andrea Boehme
Danni Bonfield
Jennifer Boock
Joanne Bradley
Cindy Bravo
Corinne Brunn
Vanessa Calderon
Connie Cañez
Jan Capon
Carmy Cesaire
Amy Chang
Wendy Clemente
Rachel Clouser
Krista Clowers
Lissa Corona
Joseph Cox
Beth Cross
Lorrie Culver
Maria Curtis
Jonathan Curtis-Resnik
Piotr Dabrowski
Andrew D’Avanzo
Diane De Sequera
Robert Derby
Alicia Deutz
Joan Diener
Kathy Dinwiddie
Indigo Dow
John Edman
Emilyn Edquialang
Meghan Edwards
Catherine Ellison
Bruce Fayman ’77
Kelita Felton
Jaquelin Fernatt Dutson
Daniella Field
Debrah Fine
Andrea Flagiello
Jerry Fleischhacker
Catherine Florendo
Jennifer Fogarty
Conor Foley
Jamie Fong
Gerry Fontanini
Karen Frischwasser
Gabriel Gador
Siham Gheewala
Cortney Golub
Robert Grasso
Chris Gustin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years of Giving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meiling Hager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Hales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liesl Hansen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Hart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Healey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Heinrich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate Heppner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Hirschy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payton Hobbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Huntoon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Hutzler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Isaac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Jacob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Jenkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Kennedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luna Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Krahn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Krause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lacoff-Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Latham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Ah Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Levin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Lineback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Madigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Magid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marlow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvia Martinez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siana Mayer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy McCallum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Meier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deane Mellor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Middleton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Migdal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micki Mighdoll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Mindel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Murillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Murphy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Needle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Nordenger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Norland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Norwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Novak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen O'Boyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inez Odom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Owen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Padgett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Parish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Patterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Pegels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Peritz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Peveich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Pierce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsha Poh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenda Poliner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbin Prychun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Przymus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Reaume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Reisinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Reitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomas Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Dinger Rohrbach '97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisa Ronis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Rover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Rowling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Ruiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Saenz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Sahadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Sanders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Sawyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Scheetz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Shaul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Shieh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Shulman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Sigal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Sigeti '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Simon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Song</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Spoelstra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Stewart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Stringer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Strong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Sullivan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Sung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tami Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie Thorpe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Tilley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Todd '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ary Tohidi '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Tonini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Torres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Torres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Traverso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Tripoli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Truong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Turner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Uyeda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Vahedi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Valentine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valencia Valentine Hamman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Valji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danice Vonfeldt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Vukotch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Waldman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren West</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel West</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renna Wolfe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadley Zeavin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Zimmerman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving

* Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving
Support
COUNTRY DAY FUND

Grandparents

LJCDS is incredibly grateful for our community of grandparents who support their grandchildren’s educational experience.

Gulshara Akhmejanova and Meiram Akhmejanov
Mary Sue Anton
Kathleen and Howard Babcock
Terri and Ed Bacani
Concepcion Bandayrel
Judith Benson
Nada Borsa
Gay and William Borsari
Charlyne and John Brenner
Jan and Tony Cason
Lesley and David Cohn
Pippa and Scott Dinger
Sandra and Stephen Dorros
Joanne and Bob Earl
Karín and Gary Eastham
Teri and Thomas Evans
Gee Gee Ferrier
Gerry Fontanini
Nancy and Takakazu Fukumura
Justina Fusco
Paula and John Gambis
Marjorie and Charles Garren
Connie and Larry Gianulis
Alison and George Gildred
Catherine Glass

Eva Glenn*
Barbara and Terence Gooding
Karen Gordon
Mary Ellen and James Gosman
Elizabeth and Frank Grasso
Jackie and Maurice Grimaud
Janie Hapgood
Ingrid and Alfred Harrison
Jane Lindstrom and Christopher Hashioka
Leila and John Hill
Patricia and Michael Hoffman
Patricia and Stuart Kaye
Paula and Gary Krahn
Janna Smith Lang and Kurt Lang
Kayla Lawrence
Randolph Lee
Arlene Lerman
Wanda Lester-Seck
Harry Lineback
Shirley Lineback
Diana and Eliezer Lomboz
Susan and John Magee
Joan Maher*
Ethel Marran
Patricia McMillin

Shelley and Paul Michelson
Michele and William Mischler
Marylee and Edward Muns
Kathy and Kenneth Nelson
Rebecca and Lawrence Newman
Greta O’Brien
Shirley and Harold Pidgeon
Stephen Pirigyi
Joie and Richard Power
Allison and Robert Price
Lecie and Jack Resneck
Lauren and Robert Resnik
Carol Ritter
Harriett Robinson
John Rohrbach
Ann and James Ronis
Diana and Michael Rothenberg
Dolores Schiavone
Ruth and Floyd Seldlund
Roberta and Lawrence Shulman
Gretchen and James Simpson
Lucy and Sidney Smith
Amy and Charles Spelman
Gaby and Richard Sulpizio
Joy and Charles Sweet
Gayl and George Taylor
Mary Sue and J. Donald Thornburgh
Jean and John Vukotich
Patricia and Richard Wallace
Linda Ardell Wendfeldt and Stephen Wendfeldt
Nancy and James Willie
Corporations and Foundations

Thank you to our community partners who support the LJCDS mission.

Academy of Magical Arts
AFCSD Home Solutions
AmazonSmile
Amici’s Ristobar
Anzar Enterprises
Arclight La Jolla
Arons Charitable Foundation
Arthur B. McBride, Sr. Family Foundation
Barnes and Noble Booksellers
Barona Band of Mission Indians
Bay Club Carmel Valley
Beach Grass Cafe
Beacon Pointe Advisors
Belly Up & Pacific Coast Grill
Blue Coast Cardiology
Boston Red Sox
Bruliam Wines
California Pizza Kitchen
Canada IATS Payments
Cardiff Seaside Market
Caterpillar
The Century Club of San Diego
Chryssostomides Financial Services
Cinepolis Luxury Cinemas
Cisco Systems
The Coder School
Cohn Restaurant Group
Collaborative Dental Care
CollegeBoard
Corepower Yoga
Corning Optical Communications
Crack Shack
The Crosby Club
Cycle Bar Carmel Valley
Cymer
Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group
Dempsey Construction
Diamonds on the Key
Din Tai Fung
Drybar Del Mar
Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation
eScrip
Exclusive Resorts
Fairbank’s Ranch Country Club
Fairmont Grand Del Mar
Fresh Brothers
Friends of Nazareth
Greenhaus College Consulting
Higher Order
House of Hints
IBM
ICON Aircraft
Illmina
The Irving and Francine Suknow Foundation
Jimbo’s
Jule Salon & Boutique
Kaiser Permanente
Kelly Restaurant Group
Kendra Scott
Kroger
Lemonade Restaurant
Liberty Station Orthodontics
LPL Financial
Manchester Grand Hyatt San Diego
Marina Diamond & Watch
Maud Jewerly
Mesa Rim Climbing Center
Neosho Capital
Nespresso
Nine-Ten Restaurant & Bar
Opera NEO
Oriental Trading Co
Pacific Pizza
PacVentures
Pallas Management
Pilates Centre La Mesa
Price Philanthropies
Projecis
Qualcomm
Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa
Rush Cycle Carmel Valley
Sage Dining Services
Salesforce
San Diego Nerve Study Center
Sempra Energy
Shake Shack
Sherman Promotions
Sidecar Doughnuts
Ski Butlers
Snooze: an AM Eatery
Sprinkles Cupcakes
Star Team Installations
Stretch Lab
Studio Seven
Sugar Sweet Farm
Supercuts
Symbient Product Development
Teradata
Tesla
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Thompson Center for Dentistry
Times International Trade Corp
Treehouse Kitchen
True Life Center for Wellbeing
Urban Plates
Verve Studios
Village Mill Bread Company
The Walt Disney Company
Warwick’s
Whimsey Florals
Whole Foods
Yogi Topi Frozen Yogurt

$679,606
TOTAL COMMUNITY PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS IN 2018–2019
*Includes in kind donations and match

* Indicates 5+ years of consecutive giving
* Indicates 10+ years of consecutive giving
Deceased
Blue Bash Giving

Every spring, the Parents Association, in partnership with the Office of Philanthropy, hosts an evening fundraising event. Blue Bash raises money for tuition assistance, professional development, endowment and future Parents Association activities. Donors contribute in many ways, which include purchasing sponsorships or tickets to the event, participating in the silent and live auctions, and raising paddles in support of our funding priorities. We thank our Blue Bash Committee for their leadership and dedication to furthering our mission.
Support

BLUE BASH GIVING

Tuition Assistance

FULL TUITION
$34,000+
Anonymous
Xiaomei Zhang and Yongquan He
Sara Browne and Chris Richey

HALF TUITION
$17,000+
Yuriko and Philip Anton
Lucy Smith Conroy ’90 and
Ambrose Conroy

$5,000+
Lillian Esponda and Ricardo Cervera
Hilary and Warren Dunning
Rosanna and Doug Forsyth
Angela Hansen Fukumura and
Koji Fukumura
Miriam and Michael Haughey
Fiona Mackin-Jha and Sanjay Jha
Margaret Cargioli and Philippe Martin
Jamie Resnik Wechter and Kevin Wechter

$2,500+
Samantha and Devetus Jones
Dana and Carter Meiselman
Elizabeth and David Sigal
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

$1,000+
Heather and Martin Benjamin
Alyssa Sepinwall and Steven Goldstein
Paula and Gary Krahn
Michelle Lord
Barbara and Ken Magid

Amy Glass Mischler ’91 and
Robert Mischler
Intuit
Heather Muns-Socol and Randy Socol
Jacquie and Lloyd Thyen
Karim and Tony Toronto
Veronica Chernyak and
Eugene Vaisberg
Xuejun Zhang and Huijuan Yin
Jing Zeng

$999 AND BELOW
Melanie and Matt Baier
Nicole McIntyre Blackman ’97 and
Mark Blackman
Pamela and Gilbert Boswell
Rebecca and James Brewer
Yinli Luo and Wei Cai
Suzanne Cohen
Julie and Michael Connolly
Kathy Stevenson and Joseph Cox
Andrea and Rolando De Gracia
David Debrabandere
Angela and Thomas Dejanette
Andrea Kraay and Herman Goldstein
Christina and Chris Gustin
Suma Jayaratnam and Iyhas Hassan
Xiaoli Zhou and Zhuan Hong
Trey Ideker
Karol Shekhter Jacobs ’98 and
Eric Jacobs
Lisa and Gunnar Kaufmann
Muniba and Faisal Khan
Ningning Li
Shate Guzainuer and Ming Li
Sara and Kevin Lind
Carrie Battigia Luetzow and
William Luetzow
Lisa Bicker Martin and Jeffrey Martin
Lindsey Thompson McGrath ’96 and
Matthew McGrath ’95
Magola Mendoza
Lisa and Mark Needle
Susan and Dutch Nordenger
Kathryn McCoy-O’Neill and
Jeffrey O’Neill
Alana Bianco Cruz and Allen Park
Angela and Christopher Petro
Leigh and Gary Pierce
Tammy and C. Cameron Rooker
Manilies Schoepflin
Vinea and Naveen Singh
Jennifer O’Brien and David Stickney
Treger and Robert Strasberg
Alexandra and Paul Tacccone
Maria and Chris Uyeda
Haibo Yu and Haibo Xie
Mintong Wang and Wengang Xie
Li Zheng and Fan Yang

Professional Development

$5,000
Yuriko and Philip Anton
Lucy Smith Conroy ’90 and
Ambrose Conroy
Becca and Jason Craig
Alexia Brown and Michael Finch
Cambra and Phillip Finch
Marina and Mark Minasian
Sara Browne and Chris Richey
Song Hao and Shiqing Zhang

$2,500
Lisa Kanetake and Charles Bergan
Yinli Luo and Wei Cai
Ladan and Said Daneshmand
Angela Hansen Fukumura and
Koji Fukumura
Judy Fuller and Mark Fuller ’80
Melissa and Jason Levin
Carla and William Nolan
Janice and John Rooney
Shenoo and Kautiya Sharma
Alexandra and Paul Tacccone
Haibo Yu and Haibo Xie
Jing Zeng

$1,000
Christina and Richard Boynton
Susan Touisi and Randall Camp
Nikoofehr and Jack Chitayat
Tera and Afshin Eftekhari
Amy and David French
Kimberly and Jeffrey Goldman
Paula and Gary Krahn
Amanda Smith Latimer ’95 and
Troy Latimer
Ann and Tim Lindlan
Dana and Carter Meiselman
Amy Glass Mischler ’91 and
Robert Mischler
Intuit
Kathryn McCoy-O’Neill and
Jeffrey O’Neill
Leigh and Gary Pierce
Alejandra Ancona and
Gregory Rianhard
Heather Muns-Socol and Randy Socol
Rebecca and Chris Twomey
Jamie Resnik Wechter and
Kevin Wechter
Carolyn and Malcolm Wiener

$999 AND BELOW
Maria Isis Avila Munoz and
Gerardo Beltran Arellano
Heather and Martin Benjamin
Vanessa and Robert Bowman
Rebecca and James Brewer
Corinna and Patrick Casey
Support  BLUE BASH GIVING

BLUE BASH GIVING  HIGHLIGHTS AND IMPACT

$617,020  TOTAL BLUE BASH 2019 GIVING

$218,605  TUITION ASSISTANCE

$210,415  AUCTION AND TICKETS

$190,000  PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

$90,000  DONATIONS, SPONSORSHIPS AND TEACHER TRIBUTES

Sponsorships

PLATINUM SPONSOR  $15,000
Mesa Rim, LLC
Ranelle and Robert Kain

GOLD SPONSOR  $10,000
Kelly Companies
Nicole and Michael Kelly
Sempra Energy
Muniba and Faisal Khan

SILVER SPONSOR  $5,000
Beacon Pointe Advisors
Mercedez-Benz of Escondido
Tammy and C. Cameron Rooke

BRONZE SPONSOR  $2,500
Dempsey Construction Inc.
The Martin Family

In-Kind Support
Jessica and Matthew Abbondanzo
Academy of Magical Arts, Inc.
Amici’s Ristobar
Arclight La Jolla
Melanie and Matt Baier
Bay Club Carmel Valley
Beach Grass Cafe
Caroline Becker
Belly Up & Pacific Coast Grill
Heather and Martin Benjamin
Lisa Bennet
Dani and Mike Bonfield
Vanessa and Robert Bowman
Bruliam Wines
California Pizza Kitchen, Inc.
Cardiff Seaside Market
The Century Club of San Diego
Cinepolis Luxury Cinemas
Wendy and Ron Clemente
The Coder School
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohn Restaurant Group</th>
<th>La Jolla Country Day School</th>
<th>Stretch Lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Dental Care</td>
<td>Lemonade Restaurant</td>
<td>Studio Seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corepower Yoga</td>
<td>Beth Levin</td>
<td>Sugar Sweet Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack Shack</td>
<td>Liberty Station Orthodontics</td>
<td>Courtney and Patrick Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crosby Club</td>
<td>Lori Long</td>
<td>Supercuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Bar Carmel Valley</td>
<td>Michelle Lord</td>
<td>Tesla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group</td>
<td>Manchester Grand Hyatt San Diego</td>
<td>Laura and Randall Tonini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Del Mar Country Club</td>
<td>Marina Diamond &amp; Watch</td>
<td>Steven Traverso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Deutz</td>
<td>Ashley Marlow</td>
<td>Treehouse Kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamonds on the Key</td>
<td>Maud Jeverly</td>
<td>Felicia Tripoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Din Tai Fung</td>
<td>Siana Mayer</td>
<td>Urban Plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drybar Del Mar</td>
<td>Mesa Rim Climbing Center</td>
<td>Verve Studios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine and James Ellison</td>
<td>Tamar Elkeles and Larry Michaels</td>
<td>Village Mill Bread Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Estrada</td>
<td>Susan Middleton</td>
<td>Danice VonFeldt and Quoc Vo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricia and Rogelio Estrada</td>
<td>Michael Nance</td>
<td>Warwick’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Resorts</td>
<td>Nespresso</td>
<td>Jamie Resnik Wechter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairbank’s Ranch Country Club</td>
<td>Neyenesch Printers</td>
<td>Kevin Wechter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairmont Grand Del Mar</td>
<td>Nine-Ten Restaurant &amp; Bar</td>
<td>Lauren West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella and Brian Field</td>
<td>Opera NEO</td>
<td>Whimsy Florals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Flagiello</td>
<td>Oriental Trading Co</td>
<td>Whole Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Fong</td>
<td>Kristin and Matthew Owen</td>
<td>Yogi Topi Frozen Yogurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Brothers</td>
<td>Pacific Pizza</td>
<td>Hadley Zeavin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Wolffey and Steven Gordon</td>
<td>Madeleine Pickens</td>
<td>Terri Zimmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhaus College Consulting</td>
<td>Stephanie and Tom Pellette</td>
<td>Sheila Balian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer and Jonathan Harris-Deans</td>
<td>Christina and Daniel Peng</td>
<td>Jillian McCraw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pia and Nate Heppner</td>
<td>Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa</td>
<td>Angela Melsom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Order</td>
<td>The Red Sox Foundation</td>
<td>Sharni Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Holly</td>
<td>Alisa Ronis</td>
<td>J.F. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House of Hints</td>
<td>Joseph Rowling</td>
<td>Kenta Uchida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly and Robert Huntoon</td>
<td>Rush Cycle Carmel Valley</td>
<td>Jennifer Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICON Aircraft</td>
<td>Molly and Brad Saenz</td>
<td>Sean Larios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele and Josh Isaac</td>
<td>Lillian Sung and David Salihie</td>
<td>Julia Royer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimbo’s</td>
<td>Shake Shack</td>
<td>Michelle Tatum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jule Salon &amp; Boutique</td>
<td>Sherman Promotions</td>
<td>Molly Breaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Jung</td>
<td>Sidecar Doughnuts</td>
<td>The Caterer’s Inn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Restaurant Group</td>
<td>Joan Diener and Rik Skvula</td>
<td>Carina Callaghan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Scott</td>
<td>Ski Butlers</td>
<td>Catherine Garbee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Khaleghi ’11</td>
<td>Snooze: an AM Eatery</td>
<td>Coby Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammie and Daniel Kramer</td>
<td>Sprinkles Cupcakes</td>
<td>Bonnie Martin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blue Bash Committee 2018–2019**

**Chair**
Vanessa Bowman

**Auction**
Lindsay Van Winkle

**Sponsorships**
Michelle Lord

**Board Liaison**
Yuriko Anton

**Committee**
Alejandra Ancona
Christina Boynton
Corinna Casey
Nadine Ditsworth
Brianna Gallo
Miriam Haughey
Muniba Khan
Alaleh Miremadi
Sheenoo Sharma
Jenna Stein
I return to Country Day because—even a decade after graduating—it has proven to be the most impactful institution I’ve ever been a part of. From the faculty who are deeply invested in your success to programs and experiences that extend far beyond the campus, Country Day is so much more than an education; it is a crucible of personal growth during one of the most transformative times in your life.

Ian Han ’10

Special Gifts
One of the most meaningful ways donors can make a difference is by designating their gift in honor or memory of a teacher, coach, mentor or program that has left a lasting impact on their growth and development. Others choose to highlight and recognize their children or grandchildren when giving back to LJCDS.
In Appreciation Of
VINCENT TRAVAGLIONE
Phillip Lee ’16

In Honor Of
MATTHEW ABBONDANZIO
Ryan Castanon ’19
Wendi Khan ’18

KAI ACOL
Leyhda and Sandy Acol

MALIA ACOL ’20
Leyhda and Sandy Acol

BRAYDEN AIRES ’24
Kim and Darren Aires

ZHANGIR AKHMEJANOV ’28
Gulshara Akhmejanova and Meiram Akhmejanov

EISA AL MAZROUEI ’22
Daisy and Ali Al Mazrouei

ALANA BIANCO CRUZ
Kayla Lawrence

JOANNE BRADLEY
Divya Chunduru ’19
Manisha Reddy ’19

CINDY BRAVO
Darpa Anireddy ’19
Andrew Levine ’17

BILL CAHOONE
Julie Borsa and Adrian Borsa ’84

DARREN CAMERON
Amy Hein ’19
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

DANTE CARNECCHIA ’20
Caren and Max Carneccia

ABIGAIL CASON ’22
Marjorie and Charles Garren

AMY CHANG
Rachel Weiss ’19

TALIA CHEHAB ’31
Laila Rida

KUI YIN CHIN
Kai Hui Wong ’19

JENA CHURCH ’16
Shelby Todd ’16

WENDY CLEMENTE
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

ZANE COHEN ’30
Suzanne Cohen

BENJAMIN CONROY ’24
Joan Maher

KEIRA CONROY ’25
Joan Maher

JOSEPH COX
Divya Chunduru ’19
Manisha Reddy ’19
Kai Hui Wong ’19

BETH CROSS
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

OLIVER CRUZ ’27
Alana Bianco Cruz and Allen Park

PIOTR DABROWSKI
Ladan and Said Daneshmand

ELESE AND GUSTY DENIS
Lecie and Jack Resneck

JOAN DIENER
Sharon Tracy and Charles Peto
Katherine Shauh ’19

PHILLIP DO ’32
Phuong Nguyen and Tuan Do

ERIK EARL ’20
Joanne and Bob Earl
Susan Eidson and Edward Earl

KAYA EASTHAM ’30
Maria and Eric Eastham

JOHN EDMAN
Yuncheng Zhang ’19

CALLI EFTHIMOS ’28
Romy and Steven Efthimos

BRUCE FAYMAN ’77
Nikolas Kouvun ’19

JAQUELIN FEMATT DUTSON
Isabel De Sio Perez and Joaquin Perez

KATE JACOBS ’29
Karol Shekhter Jacobs ’98 and Eric Jacobs

JUSTIN JACOBS ’26
Karol Shekhter Jacobs ’98 and Eric Jacobs

DAVID JENKINS
Yumeng Sun ’19
Robert Yingling ’19

KEITH JONES ’00
Megan Jones and Keith Jones ’00

BRADY KIRTLAND ’25
Robyn O’Day and Samuel Wood

LA JOLLA COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL
Bradley Couch ’16

ASHLEY LEE ’21
Sandra and Chanwoo Lee

NICHOLAS LEE
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

ARIELA LEFF ’28
Verónica and Miguel Leff
Diana and Eliezer Lombozo
SPECIAL GIFTS

ELIANA LEFF
Verónica and Miguel Leff
Diana and Eliezer Lombrozo

SUSANA LEFF ’23
Verónica and Miguel Leff
Diana and Eliezer Lombrozo

DAN LENZEN
Ryan Castanon ’19

JACKSON LEON OPEKA
Adrienne Leon

LUCILLE AND ARLENE LERMAN
Melissa and Jack Mackin

GAVIN LI ’26
Zhiyu Chen and Bin Li

SEDONA LINEBACK ’28
Shirley Lineback

TODD LINEBACK
Nicolas Allmond ’19
Yumeng Sun ’19
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

LJCDS 3RD & 7TH GRADE TEACHERS
Heather Muns-Socol and
Randy Socol

LJCDS 6TH GRADE TEACHERS
Alyssa Sepinwall and
Steven Goldstein

LJCDS ARTS DEPARTMENT
Elaina Sassine ’18

LJCDS CLASS OF 2016
Lucy Smith Conroy ’90 and
Ambrose Conroy

LJCDS DEVELOPMENT TEAM—ALANA, KATIE, MAKENA AND MICHELE
Susan and Dutch Nordenger

LJCDS GIRLS LACROSSE
Bianna Burg ’19

LJCDS PERCUSSION PROGRAM
Ruhi Parikh ’19

OLIVIA LUDDY ’24
Linda and Robert Luddy

ROBERT LUDDY ’27
Linda and Robert Luddy

JOHN LUETZOW ’22
Carrie Battilega Luetzow and
William Luetzow

RUHYA LUETZOW ’24
Carrie Battilega Luetzow and
William Luetzow

LEONARD MACATEE
Dolores Meanley and
John Meanley ’67

THE MACKIN FAMILY
Arlene Lerman

KEN MAGID
Ladan and Said Daneshmand
Joie and Richard Power

KELLEN MCGRATH ’28
Lindsey Thompson McGrath ’96
and Matthew McGrath ’95

MADELEINE MCGRATH ’31
Lindsey Thompson McGrath ’96
and Matthew McGrath ’95

DEANE MELLOR
Elizabeth Nelson ’19

YULIA MOLCHANAOVA
Yulia Molchanova and
Boris Molchanov

MASAKO MURAI
Mary Beebe and Charles Reilly

MARK NEEDLE
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

RICHARD NELSON
Carrie and William Ward

SUSAN NORDENGER
Michele and Joshua Nathan
Rebecca Mirkhani ’19
Elizabeth Nelson ’19
Ruth and John Schmid

JOHN LUETZOW
Madison Held ’19

JESSICA NOVAK
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

DANIEL PADGETT
Anonymous

PEPPER PARK ’32
Alana Bianco Cruz and
Allen Park

DANIELLE PARKER
Danielle and Bernard Parker

GARY PERITZ
Anonymous (2)
Darya Daneshmand ’19
Rohan Jha ’19

JAMES PICINICH ’26
Janine and Dave Picinich

MAXWELL PIDGEON ’20
Shirley and Harold Pidgeon

STEVE POLLARD
Mary Beebe and Charles Reilly

EVA POWER
John Shimkin ’19

KIAN POWER ’21
Joie and Richard Power

MALIK POWER ’17
Joie and Richard Power

CORBIN PRYCHUN
Carter Jensen ’19
Newland Zhang ’19
Yuncheng Zhang ’19

CHAD PRZYMUS
Ruhi Parikh ’19

AVNEET PUJJI ’10
Shannon Cleary

NATHALIE RACHEL-GUEIRARD
Elaina Sassine ’18

RAQUEL RAMIREZ ’19
Rodolfo Ramirez

JOSEPH ROWLING
Anonymous

JOSE RUELAS
Christine Perry and
David Michelson ’86

KATHRYN SANDBERG ’19
Gail Tominaga and
Eric Sandberg

SCOTT SANDERS
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

DAVID SCHALL
Divya Chunduru ’19
Elaina Sassine ’18
John Shimkin ’19

NATALIA SEMENOVA ’23
Susan and John Magee

ARMAN SHAH ’17
Arman Shah ’17

AKSHAR SHARMA ’22
Perian Salviola

DEBORAH SHAUL
Ethan Bargroff ’19
Kenneth Davis ’19
Wendi Khan ’18

KARLY SHUKERT ’28
Kimberly and Gerald Shukert

DELLAH SHULMAN ’26
Randolph Lee

JONATHAN SHULMAN
Wendi Khan ’18
Sharon Tracy and Charles Peito
Elaina Sassine ’18

SARA SIGAL ’23
Debra and Darren Sigal

KATELYN SIGETI ’06
Barrie Blake and
Noah Blake ’89

EVE SOCOL ’24
Marylee and Edward Muns

SKYLAR SOCOL ’28
Marylee and Edward Muns
GABRIEL SPIELMAN
Amy and Charles Spielman

LUCAS SPIELMAN
Amy and Charles Spielman

FREDERICK STEVES ’21
Andrea and Frederick Steves

ROBIN STEWART
Paulina Achar ’19
Catherine Chiang ’18
Nina Maria Khosla ’19
Maya McLeod ’18
Haochen Xie ’19

ELIZABETH STRINGER
Jingyi Hong ’19

TAMI TAYLOR
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao
Elizabeth Thorell ’20
Joanie Connell and
John Thornburgh
Mary Sue and
J. Donald Thornburgh

SHELBY TODD ’16
Rachel Church ’16
Marina Romero Sanchez ’16

ARY TOHIDI ’03
Alexander Remington ’19
Yuncheng Zhang ’19
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

MADELINE TORANTO ’24
Rebecca and
Lawrence Newman

NATHAN TORANTO ’27
Rebecca and
Lawrence Newman

MAYA TORRES
YueLian Zhu and Yi Zhao

STEVEN TRAVERSO
Ryan Lamkin ’19
Navid Massarat ’19

MARISA URBANO-SEDULD ’19
Monica and Keith Sedlund

VALENCIA VALENTINE
NICOLE HAMMAN
Nicole Lin ’19

CAITLIN WANG ’28
Cindy Shen and John Wang

CAROLYN AND JAMIE WEINER
Melissa and Jack Mackin

NATHANIEL WEST
Anna West ’17

CODY WILLIAMS ’27
Amy and Charles Spielman

SOPHIA WILLIAMS ’18
Amy and Charles Spielman

DANIEL WOLF ’21
Shirley and Harold Pidgeon

KWAI HUA WONG
Kai Hui Wong ’19

ANDY XIAO ’20
Xueqi Li and Yongjian Xiao

BILL XIAO ’26
Xueqi Li and Yongjian Xiao

QIANAO YANG ’22
Yaqin Ma and Dong Yang

RENYI YANG
Anonymous

YUQI YANG ’19
Anonymous

HADLEY ZEAVIN
Amanda Nance ’19

NEWLAND ZHANG ’19
Chunying Xie and Yi Zhang

EMILY ZHONG
Emily Zhong and Dong Yuan

BRENDAN MILLER
Angela and Odell Miller

CHUCK OLSON
Anonymous

GLEN PRITZKER
Sophia Ausmus ’16
Laine Koman ’18
Malik Power ’17
Jeremy Reya ’17

TODD ROSBASH
Kimberly Luxenberg-Fields and
Bradford Fields

RASHAAN SALAAM ’92
Brittany Boylan Branning ’93

JOYCE SPARLING
Adrienne Sigeti ’11

CONGXIU XIAO
Feng Zhou and Hang Sun

XIAONIAN XU
Anonymous

In Memory Of

ARTHUR ANTON
Mary Sue Anton

MODESTA ARCE
Grace Arce and Amos Mack

PETER BECKER ’64
Phyllis La Manna and
John Kunigonis ’64

DEORA BODLEY ’99
Karen and Harvey Stewart

FRANCES CALA KUSHNER
Robert Kushner
Clara Malacrida

GEORGE DAVIS
Anonymous
Karolynn and Richard Davis

ILA DAVIS
Anonymous

HARRY DROGIN
Christina Drogin and
Jason Drogin ’96

DWIGHT AND ANN FULLERTON
Sabina Szonn and Tim Fullerton

WILLIAM GOODELL
Jean Appleby and
Jeffrey Appleby ’69

NORMA HOLMES
Russell Holmes
As someone who went through the Lower, Middle, and Upper Schools at Country Day, I had a lot of great learning opportunities that I wouldn’t have had in other school settings. It’s important to me as an alumnus to give back and help make sure other kids have the same quality of education.

William Carleton ’11
Alumni Giving

Graduates give back to their alma mater in a myriad of ways, including volunteerism, mentorship and financial contributions. Their generous donations of time, treasure and talent enhance and advance our alumni program. To our dedicated alumni community whose commitment to philanthropy strengthens La Jolla Country Day School in perpetuity, we offer our utmost gratitude.
With the aid of the Pritzker family, I was able to attend a neuroscience and psychology program at Yale University where I explored the brain from an interdisciplinary approach. In addition to the academic and research focus of the program, I met people from across the country and the world. I know that the friendships I have made with a diverse group of people who are interested in cognitive science will carry through with me as I pursue a career in this field.

Danielle Amir-Lobel ’20

Gifts with Restricted Purposes

Many donors enjoy giving to fund a specific cause to fulfill a need or create new initiatives. Restricted gifts create opportunities for our students and enhance already existing programs.
Support

GIFTS WITH RESTRICTED PURPOSES

$168,578*
TOTAL GIFTS WITH RESTRICTED PURPOSES IN 2018–2019
*Includes CDF restricted giving

Arts
Russell, Alison, Jacqueline and Danielle Levine

Athletics
Jing Zeng
Heather and John Ace
Arthur B. McBride, Sr. Family Foundation
Barona Band of Mission Indians
California Pizza Kitchen, Inc.
Sharon and Joseph Carney
Maureen and John Edman
AnnMarie and William Engfelt
Slacey McReynolds-Esquivel and Joseph Esquivel
Caleb Fitzpatrick
Kimberly Hardcastle and Robert Geddes
Abby and Richard Geyer
Gretchen Bain and John Hill
Tatiana and Hugh Hotson
Amanda Smith Latimer ’95 and Troy Latimer
Carrie Battilega Luetzow and William Luetzow
Christine Perry and David Michelson ’86
Becky and Lawrence Newman
Susan and Dutch Nordenger
Melinda and Artie Pajak
Karen and Christian Platt
Susan Lacoff and Craig Roberts
Jacqueline Chang and Ross Schwartzberg
Emily and Timothy Scott
Margaret Futrell and Anthony Shimkin
Drew Sprague
Ana and Tony Steigerwald
Behnam Tashakorian
Leilah Tashakorian
Amar Thakur
Linda Arrell Wendfeldt and Stephen Wendfeldt
Stephanie and John Wylie

Charles Moore Memorial Fund
Anonymous (6)
Margi Bingham
Cindy Bravo
Pamela Patterson and David Comfort
Beth and Bob Cross
Maria Curtis
Kathy and Daniel Dinwiddie
Indigo Dow
Jaquelin and Douglas Fematt Dutson
Meghan Edwards
Daniella and Brian Field
Shan Gheewala
Valencia Valentine Hamman and Peter Hamman
Jane Healey
Payton and Alphana Hobbs
Colleen O’Byrne and Isaac Jones
Jean Ah Lee
Nicholas Lee
Lori Long
Ashley Marlow
Susan Middleton
Susan and Dutch Nordenger
Nancy and Gary Peritz
Corbin Prychun
Lillian Sung and David Salihie
Lisa Morikado and Scott Sanders
Deborah and Robert Shaul
Robin Stewart
Felicia Tripoli
Jennifer Turner
Debbie Valentine
Diana Valji
Danice VonFeldt and Quoc Vo
Cassie and Nathaniel West
Hadley Zeavin

Gift-in-Kind
Margi Bingham
Xueqiong Zhou and Alexis Corval
Maureen and John Edman
Liz and Steve Holiday
Ashley Marlow
Patricia and Michael Mogul
Gina and Ian Rose
Julie and Jonathan Shulman
Deborah Williams and Kanwalinder Singh

Glen Pritzker Memorial Fund
Joseph J. Lann Securities Inc.
Leona Lann
Sandra Pritzker

Scholar
Christine Cernosia and David Alberga
CollegeBoard
Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation
Kimberly and Jeffrey Goldman
Kenneth Jones
Tammie and Daniel Kramer
Ethan Marran
Laura Marran
Shital and Himanshu Parikh
Lecie and Jack Resneck
Malcolm Robinson

Special Initiatives
Natalie Amir-Lobel
Sujata Guharoy Das and Sugata Das
Mark Duval
Angela Hansen Fukumura and Koji Fukumura
Colette Lord
Sara Browne and Chris Richey
Rebecca and Chris Twomey

Tuition Assistance
Arons Charitable Foundation
First Republic Bank
Malcolm Robinson
Joseph Rowling
Lucy and Sidney Smith
Liesl Hansen and Steven Spence
Rebecca and Chris Twomey

Upper School Music
Friends of Nazareth
Rebecca and Chris Twomey
Carole Wynstra
Give the Gift of Education

Since its founding in 1926, La Jolla Country Day School has benefited from the generous support of families, alumni, friends, faculty and staff who have invested in excellence and lifelong learning. Generous, tax-deductible gifts have enabled the school to fulfill its mission to prepare students for a lifetime of intellectual exploration, personal growth and social responsibility. LJCDS is grateful for the philanthropy of the community and invites you to learn about ways to become part of this tradition of giving.

La Jolla Country Day School is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization.

MAKE YOUR GIFT ONLINE

give.ljcds.org

SEND YOUR GIFT

La Jolla Country Day School
Country Day Fund
9409 Regents Road
La Jolla, CA 92037

Make checks payable to La Jolla Country Day School

MAKE A GIFT OF STOCK

First Republic Securities Co., LLC
LJCDS ACCT#33L-012359
Pershing LLC DTC #0443

Please notify the philanthropy office of your transfer at officeofphilanthropy@ljcds.org

REPORT ON GIVING DISCLAIMER

The Report on Giving recognizes gifts received in the fiscal year July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019. Every effort has been made to avoid errors, misspellings and omissions. If, however, an error has been made, please accept our sincerest apology and notify the philanthropy office at officeofphilanthropy@ljcds.org so that we may correct our records. Thank you.